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How We Can Serve You 
BY TRAINING YO U 
The first service which we perform for those who wish to achieve 
the best success in the field of music, is, naturally, to provide ade-
quate training. Our courses of study wi!l prepare you-
To teach any musical subject, dramatic art, or dancing, 
To concertize, 
T o teach and supervise music in the Public Schools, 
To play theater or church organ, or 
T o play inLor conduct, orchestras. 
Sherwood-trained musicians command the highest remuneration 
and the best positions. 
BY PLACING YOU 
W e complete our service by placing those we train. 
In our observation, many spend a great deal of time and money 
in acquiring a good musical equipment; then, either have to accept 
openings beneath their ability, or fail to establish themselves in the 
musical profession, for lack of opportunity. 
Because of our chain of Branches in Chicago and throughout the 
country, we are easily able to live up to our assurance of "an opening 
as soon as qualified". The nature of these openings is described in the 
following paragraphs. 
Junior Department Faculty Positions 
For those qualified to teach and wishing to pursue 
advanced studies at the same time 
There are now thirty-two N eighborhood Branches of the Sher-
wood Music School in Chicago and suburbs, with others in process 
of establishment. More than three thousand Junior piano and violin 
students are taught in these Branches. ADout three hundred new 
pupils are added to these Branches every month. 
These additions give rise to an abundance of positions for 
advanced students and teachers who wish to teach, and at the same 
time study with our artist teachers. More than one hundred are now 
holding such positions. The aggregate annual income of these stu' 
dent~teachers is in excess of $100,000.00. Through their earnings 
they finance their own study; and at the same time they are advancing 
to permanent and responsible places on our Faculty. 
A pplicants for places on our Junior Department Faculty are given 
a course of special preparation calculated to insure their success. The 
time required for this course depends upon previous training and 
experience. 
Upon receipt of a letter stating your previous training and 
experience, Mrs. E. S. Fram, Assistant Secretary of the School, will 
gladly correspond with you, telling you definitely just how you can 
become associated with our Junior Department Faculty. 
/ 
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Letters from Student-Teachers 
Connected with our Junior Department Faculty 
The following letters, a few of many that might be published, are illus· 
trative of the experiences of advanced swdents and teachers who have come 
co us to make places for themselves on our Junior Department Faculty. 
After some training in the Royal A cademy of M usic, London, 
England, and some teaching experience, I came to the Sherwood 
Music School from Canada, and spent a summer term acquainting 
myself with the methods u~ed in c;onducting your Chicago Neigh• 
borhood Branches. I began teaching in the fall, and have cuntinu• 
ally had an average class of fifty pupils, all obtained for me by the 
School. The opportunity this has given me to continue my studies 
under artist teachers is one that I greatly appreciate, and I am 
pleased with my prospects for advancement 
Sr. ELMO SJ!Lt<RmC:J! 
I came to the Sherwood Music & hool as an advanced stu· 
dent, having studied your Conservatory Co\1rse, through the 
Extension D epartment, in Iowa. A fter spending some time in 
study and in getting acquainted with your working methods, I 
was placed as a teacher in your Main School and in your Chicago 
Neighborhood Branche~. I have completed several seasons of 
teaching, and they have been successful from a financial as well 
as from an artistic standpoint. I am happy over the outcome and 
feel tha t I owe a great deal to the Sherwood Music School for 
the opportunity it has given me. 
I R!!I'l! l.t.!-.tR K E YSI!R 
After l affiliated with your School in \Vabash, Indiana, and 
taught your Course for a few years, I began to realize that I 
could fill a larger field if I had more preparation, and so I turned 
~y cl~ss over . to other te~chers, and came to Chicago at your 
mvitat1on, to join the Jumor Department Faculty. I appreciate 
the opportunity you have given me. I am continuing my studies, 
and I am \'Cry well satisfied and pleased with the arrangement. 
L EA H Et.WARD 
L P.AII E~WARIJ 
lndia..n 
Other T eaching Positions 
In addition to the positions available in our Chicago Neighborhood 
Branches, there are many openings for teachers in our Extension Branches, of 
which there are more than one thousand located throughout the country. 
The opportunities created by the expansion of these Branches, the removal of 
teachers to new locations, and other causes, give rise to a demand for more 
teachers than we can supply. 
Our Extension Branch teachers enjoy unusual prestige, and their incomes 
range from $1 ,500.00 to $3,000.00 annually. 
Advanced students who wish to teach in thei_r own communities, and teach· 
ers established in good fields which they do not wish to leave, may come to the 
School for special training, with a view to opening Branches for us in their own 
home towns. 
Concert Opportunities 
At no time has the public performer been in greater demand than today . 
And at no time has he had more avenues of approach to the public. 
The radio has opened up an entirely new and very profitable fie ld. Many 
students trained by us are doing well·paid, regular work on the staffs of broad· 
casting stations, as soloists, accompanists, and members of ensemble organizations. 
T he musical, dancing, and dramatic presentations provided by the better 
class of motion picture theaters, as a part of their programs, are now of such a 
standard and character as to attract the serious artist. The remuneration is 
satisfactory. 
And, of course, there is as great a demand as ever for artists to give concerts 
for dubs, churches, schools, and the like, and to make Chautauqua and Lyceum 
tours, all of which is a very necessary prelimin;try to more ambitious concert 
engagements. 
T he School's assurance of assistance in getting started on a career extends 
to students v.r:ith concert ambitions, as well as to all others; and includes those 
interested in dramatic art, dancing, and accompanying, besides the more usual 
subjects. 
W e give more than one hundred fifty recitals during the year , many with 
full orchestra. Our advanced students appear on these programs before critical 
audiences. This brings them to the notice of other managers, besides ourselves, 
and gives them valuable newspaper publicity. 
The Theater Organ FieJd 
T he meteoric rise of the theater organist is one of the most striking 
phenomena of recent music-professional history. The following quotation from 
an editorial published lately in a leading international newspaper is significant 
in this respect, and fully expressive of the opportunities available to those who 
prepare themselves. 
"Ten years ago, only fifty organists were included in the Musicians" 
Union of New York City. Now, there are seven times that number. Ten 
years ago, a gooJ orchestra organist could earn $40.00 a week. Now, "the 
minimum wage in a first·class picture house is $80.00 a week, and special 
solo performers have no difficulty in drawing from $300.00 to $500.00 a 
week"" 
The movies constitute the most popular form of modern entertainment; and 
organ accompaniment is an indispensable feature of the program. Besides being 
practically unparalleled from the standpoint of large income, theater organ play· 
ing is one of the most congenial of musical occupations. 
Since the establishment of our Theater Organ Department, we have trained 
and placed a considerable number in positions with starting salaries averaging 
from $85.00 to $100.00 a week. Students of piano and organ, who have 
developed good instrumental technic and musicianship, can prepare to meet 
the requirements of theater playing in a comparatively short time. Good 
openings are assured. 
Church Organ Positions 
Preparation for church organ work is a profitable investment. With broad 
training, including equipment for chora l directing and concert organ playing, 
the opportunities for desirable positions are very numerous. Or, with training 
not necessarily so comprehensive, many pianists fill church organ positions in 
addition to teaching. 
Some of the best church organ positions in the city are filled by members of 
our organizatio'() 
Public School Music Positions 
There is no plainer evidence of the steady growth of popular interest in 
music, than the increasing importance attached to the subject as a part of public 
school curricula. It has become, in this respect, a major consideration. The posi· 
tion of the Public School M usic teacher is consequently one of exceptional 
advantage and profit. 
The requests received, every year, from school authorities who know the 
ability of teachers trained by us, exceed in number the applicants we can supply. 
Salaries range from $1,250.00 to $2,500.00 a year, and these may be sup· 
plemented by private music teaching, choral directing, orchestral conducting, 
and similar activities. 
The Orchestral Field 
C rowing <tppreciation of music is also clearly reflected in the greater 
demand for symphonic music. Orchestral organizations are found in nearly 
every important institution devoted to recreation or education - theaters, 
schools, churches, ballrooms, radio stations; not to mention the numerous sym· 
phonic lxxlies which are in themselves institutions. There is a special demand 
for competent players in theater, dance, and symphony orchestras, and for 
capable conductors and arrangers. In the orchestral field, the starting salaries 
arc between $80.00 and S 120.00 a week, with fine opportunities for advance· 
ment. Experienced conductors are frequently paid as much as S 10,000.00 
a year. 
N OTt:- You are cordially invited to give us detailed information about your previ· 
ous training and experience, the professional field in which you are interested, and also 
what you wi~h to accomplish. Upon receiving this, we shall be able to give you in forma· 
tion adapted directly to your personal requirements, and tell you more definitely also 
how we can serve you- how long it should take for you to complete your preparation, 
what openings we could provide, and other general information which will be of vital 
interest. You will incur no obligation by availing yourself of this service. \Vrite to 
Mrs. E. S. Fram, the A ssistant Secretary, who will gladly confer with you. 
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President 
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WILLIAM H ALL SHERWOOD (1854·1911) 
Foundtr 
Wil_liam H. Sherwood is commonly acknowledged to have been the greatest Ameri· 
can piamst of his time. His early musical education was received from his father; and his 
later studies were pur~ued i~ Europe under such masters as Lis~t. Rubinstein, Grieg, 
Deppe, and Kullak. While sttll very young, he won fame in Europe as a concert pianist, 
:~~n;i;;~sev~r d~t~a~~~=~t~s h~:tiv:p~~e~:~a~n~ih~~if:a~h=~e.Y;:o;e:r!~· S:v~~;ed 
musically; and so returned as a musical pioneer. Teachers are to be found all over the 
country who carne under his instruction and influence: and his renown as a concert 
player still lives. He founded the Shenvood Music School in 1895. 
GEORGIA KOBER 
President, and Instructor in the 
Piano Departmen t 
Georgia Kober was, for li.fteen years, 
William H. Sherwood's pupil and 
Chief Assistant. She has had, in 
additia n, the advantage of study in 
Eu ropean centers, having coached 
with Gabrilowitsch, Lhcvinne and 
Rudolph Gam:. For many years she 
was associated with Dr. J. H. Kappes 
of E\'anston, who was a favorite 
1~~~ t a s~:;~id;r B~~h~:~~enD~: 
Kappes was also a pupil of Felix 
Mendelssohn, and the intimate friend 
of Chopin, and Clara and Robert 
Schumann. Miss Kober has appeared 
as soloist with many o_f the _leading 
American o rchestras, mcludmg the 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, the 
~~nCi~~i~~5atisS;!~h~~Y 8~~~::~~~: 
the Seatt le Symphony Orchestra, 
and others. 
A Spirit of Friendliness 
A spirit of friendliness greets you when you come to the Sherwood M usic 
School. If you are not acquainted in Chicago, or with Chicago, we especially 
want you to feel that you may depend upon us as you would upon a friend, 
to help you in getting established here. Even from the moment of your first 
arrival - if you wish, a member of our organization will meet you at the train. 
You may bring your problems, of any nature, to our officials and executives, 
who will counsel with you not only as to your course of study, and your plans 
for the future, but also on such matters as making social contacts, church con-
nections, and finding suitable living accommodations. 
Your teachers and fellow students will at once take you into the informal 
and congenial companionship which is often characterized as "the Sherwood 
Family". The O rientation Lectures (see page 69) will further help you to adjust 
yourself to your new environment. 
Friendliness, fellowship, co-operation, are essential to the greatest success, 
and to the broadest character development. They are cultivated in the Sher-
~%,'!/;;,us~~~~chool not only froJ;rm thi> >tan_d.- ' ': <- d 
~ PAGI! 
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WALTER KELLER 
Musical Director and Instructor in the 
'Theory and Organ Departments 
\Val ter Keller is a pupil of Frederic G rant 
Gleason of Chicago, and of Paul H omeyer 
(Gew~ndhaus Organist ) and Carl Piutti of 
Leiptig. He has given organ recitals in many 
of the large cities of the country, and is 
organist of the Fifth Church of Christ , Scien· 
t ist, Chicago. 
D r. Keller is an authority on musical theory, 
and a composer of numerous works for piano, 
organ and voice. His "Synchronous Prelude 
acclaimed hy the foremost 
theorists and composers of the day, has given 
him an international reputation as a theorist 
Arranged for organ and orchestra, it has 
been performed by the Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra under Frederick Stock. 
Chicago as a Cultural Center 
The student of an art naturally and wisely selects for his training a 
center where he may acquire a liberal amount of general culture along with 
development in his chosen subject. In this respect, Chicago offers much . 
The Art Institute contains one of the largest and most valuable collec-
tions of paintings and sculptures in the world. The Field Museum has a 
similarly extensive collection of Natural H istory exhibits. The Chicago 
Public Library has not only an enormous aggregation of books, but also a 
Music Department which contains almost everything of the best in musical 
literature. In the Newberry Library may be found original musical 'manu-
scripts and historical scores not to be found else\-..,here, including the entire 
Theodore Thomas collection. All of the greatest dramas are produced in Chi-
cago and may be studied first-hand in such theatres as the Kenneth Sawyer 
Goodman Memorial T heatre, established in connection with the A rt Institute. 
The world's greatest artists may be heard here in concert. The programs 
of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra and the productions of th e Chicago 
Civic Opera Company rank with the finest to be heard anywhere. 
The city itself, with its beautifully planned system of parks, play-
grounds, and boulevards; its many wonders of architecture, such as the 
Grant Park Stadium, the T ribune Tower, the Wrigley Building; its many 
pieces of sculpture, such as "T he Fountain of Time" by Lorado Taft and 
the "Lincoln" by St. Gaudens; is expressive of beauty and culture. 
9fv~d~ 
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SIDNEY SILBER 
Dean, and Instructor in the Piano 
Department 
Sidney Silber is an American by birth. H is 
early training in this country was followed by 
a period of study in piano and theory under 
Heinrich Barth and Ernst Jedlic:ka in Berlin 
Subsequently, he was for a period of three 
years a favorite pupil of Leschetizky. Mr. Sil· 
her has played as soloist with the Berlin Phil-
harmonic Orchestra, Vienna Tonkuensller 
Orchestra, Chicago Symphony Orchestra. 
Russian Symphony Orchestra of New York 
City, American Symphony Orchestra of Chi· 
cago, the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra 
Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra, and others. 
besides giving numerous recitals in this coun· 
try and abroad. H e has written extensively 
on musical subjects for magazines, and is the 
author of Reflections for Music Studen\.1 
(Theo. Presser Co. ). H e is known also 
through hi5 Ampico recordings. 
Opportunities for the Modern Musician 
That the modern world regards music as an essential to happiness and well -
being, is a conclusion quick ly reached by consideration of the millions spent 
every year in the purc1tase of musical instruction, musical instruments, and in 
concert fees. 
M usic is in demand today as it has never been before in the history of the 
art. In what phases of the life of today do we not find it? It has always been 
prominent in our social, religious, and recreational life. Now, we find it even 
in our industrial life. Large manufacturing concerns have discovered the value 
of refreshing their workers with music. M any business houses maintain musical 
organizations for the benefit of their employees; some even provide music at 
intervals through the working day. 
The old tradition that "music does not pay" was doubtless originated by 
musicians poorly equipped, who consequently failed. At any rate, the tradition 
has been thoroughly discredited by modern musicians with adequate equip-
ment. Music pays, and pays well, for the musician who prepares himself to 
be of real service, and to provide what the world wants in the form of more 
music, and better music. 
Just as music is more in demand than ever, so the opportunities for the 
musieion ace gceatec than evec. c2:2 . ~~
~ 
T HE RECEPTION RooM 
The spacious Reception Room, furni shed and decorated in Seventeenth Century 
style, is expressive of the quiet, refined beauty which characterizes all of the physical 
properties of the School. T he rooms in which instruction is given create, by their decora· 
tive appointments, a react ion which tends to relieve the mind of extraneous considerations, 
centering it on artistic effort. Thus, the u tmost value is realized from the instruction 
periods. The studios are provided with Mason & Hamlin and Conover grand pianos. 
CHARLOTTE A. Koo~s Gua:vi"VE HooArl' l.t: ,\H ELWAR!) 
LEO PODOLSKY 
Instructor in the Piano Departmefl t 
Leo Podolsky was born in O dessa, Russia. 
From h is earliest years, he evidenced striking 
pianistic talent. He received his musical edu-
cation in O dessa, Cracow, and Vienna, from 
various noted teachers, principal among them, 
George Lalcwic:z:; and in the course of his 
training won many prizes and honors. His 
concert tours have covered most European 
countries, as well as Japan, China, the Philip· 
pine Islands, Java, Sumatra, British India, and 
Argentina. These appearances, numbered by 
the hundreds, have won for him a place among 
the world's great pianists. 
American Training for American Students 
There was a time when good musica1 training could be secured only in 
Europe. America was still so young, and still so busy organizing her material 
resources-shaping them into a foundation on which might later be built a 
fi ne structure of artistic development -- that she could not properly provide 
for the arts. 
Now, conditions are difFerent. America has every facility for the complete 
and thorough training of art and music students. She now has her own wide 
circle of artist teachers, ranking among the finest in the world. And these have 
been supplemented by foreign art ists, who have settled permanently in Amer-
ica, foreseeing that with her tremendous wealth, she is destined to become the 
leader of the art world. Besides having the necessary instructors, America now 
has the art interest, the art appreciation, the art organizations, all of which 
are just as essential. 
T aking all points into consideration, it will be found that the A merican 
student can be trained to his own best advantage in America; especially when, 
as in the Sherwood Music School, he has not only the assurance of good train-
ing, but also assistance in getting started on his career . 
LtfP~ 
ARHIUR \V!LlHIA:-1 
GEORGE RALP KURTZ 
Instructor in the Piano D epartment 
George Ralf Kurtz, of the Piano Department, 
was a pupil of William H. Sherwood. H e 
was very successful as Director of the Piano 
and Organ Departments at the Fargo (N. D.) 
Consen ·atory of Music, and left that institu· 
tion to join the Faculty of the Sherwood 
Music School, where he has won an enviable 
place for himself,on account of hi.s high ideals 
o f musicianship and hi.~ devotion to his pupils. 
Business Training for Musicians 
Certainly, musicians should be business-like in conducting their profes-
sional activities. This does not mean that they should ' 'commercialize" their 
art, save in the fine sense that all must cornmercial iz:e themselves through ser-
vice, in order that all may have a livelihood. 
First, attention should be given to music as an art ; and the musician should 
be in his profession because of his love for music as an art. But, being in the 
profession, he should study how, through a common-sense application of busi-
ness principles, he may receive the rewards to \.vhich he is entitled. 
This is a phase of professionalism which is thoroughly treated in the train· 
ing courses of the Sherwood Music School. It is included not only in the regu· 
lar instruction, but special lectures and conferences are devoted to it. The 
results of this business t raining are reflected in the enhanced success of thos.t 
receiving it. 
~cr~~ 
1Q)J 
M. B EDE L RE 
PIANO 
][ELEN STAIIU:R 
THEODORA TROENDLE 
Instructor in the Piano Department 
Prior to her connection with the Sherwood 
Music School, Theodora Troendle was for 
seven years the pupil and assistant o f Fannie 
Bloomfield Zeisler. By concertiz;ing and teach· 
ing, Miss Troendle has achieved a distin· 
guished position in musical circles, and has 
established herself as one of the foremost of 
American pianists. She has appeared as solo· 
ist with the St. Louis, M inneapolis, lndianap· 
olis, and M ilwaukee Symphony Orchestras, in i J 
addition to giving recitals in many of the larg· ~ // 
est cities o f the country. On all occasions her I , j 
playing has won the enthusiastic commenda· \ 
t iun of critics. Her studies with M me. Z eisler ~~---...,~-  // / 
enable her to imp art to students the principles _ 
underlying the success of that famous artist. 
~~-----------------
The Musician as a Spiritual Worker 
Who can contribute more to the happiness and well-being of the com-
munity, of the nation, than the musician? 
The refining influence of music and art is recognized and made use of by 
educators. Music has ever been indispensable to the church service because of 
its power to exalt . The masterpieces of music reflect the highest planes of spirit-
ual existence. They point out the way to unfoldment as clearly as do sermons 
The real mission of the musician is, after all, a spiritual one. This ideal-
istic consideration should be the keynote of his efforts. 
6t~'?1 .·fl' 
AI>N .\ c. P I(;KENS 
D oROTHY C1FnN 
ELIZABETH KELLER 
InstTuctor in the P ia-no Department 
Eli:;mbcth Keller has been associated with 
the Faculty of the Sherwood Music School 
for more than ten years. H er uniformly 
successful teaching experience h;ts covered 
all grades. In addition to her duties as a 
private instructor, she conducts the T each-
ing Repertoire Clasli, in which she is par-
ticularly helpful to those preparing to teach, 
because of her exhaustive knowledge of 
teaching literature. 
.\{u.IHtt.D STUDED.\KER ELIZABETH Zn:GI.ER 
6f~1» ~
HARRI£T R os£NFIEl.D 
EDWIN STANLEY SEDER 
lnstructor in the Piano and 0 Tgan D epartments 
Edwin Stanley Seder, o f the Piano and O rgan 
Departments, was born in T okyo, Japan, of 
American parentage, educated in the Wiscon· 
sin public schools, and received the degree o f 
B. A. fro m the University of New Mexico. 
His musical training was received entirely in 
America; in piano, from pupils of Liszt and 
Rudolph Ganz, and in organ and composition 
from Mark Andrews. For four years he was 
D irector of the College of Fine Arts, Univer-
sity of New Mexico, and head of the Piano 
Department. For the past seven years, he has 
been organist and choirmaster of the First 
Congregational Church, Oak Park, Illinois. 
He has been h eard in many states in organ 
recitals, is a Fellow of the A merican Guild of 
Organists, and a member of Phi Kappa Phi, 
an honorary fra ternity . 
Industry, the Biggest Factor in Musical Success 
Many, who consider preparing themsel-ves for the musical profession, may 
be doubtful as to the wisdom of doing so, wondering if their talent is great 
enough to insure success. 
It should be remembered that industry is the biggest factor in success of 
any kind. The person with exceptional musical talent is) of course, fortunate. 
But his attainments will largely be measured by application and hard work. 
M y opinion is that the person who has a strong love for music; who feels 
a natural leaning toward the musical profession; and who is wi lling to work 
hard, will be successful as a professional musician, even though he is not a 
genius, taking it for granted that he secures the best training. 
Genius has been defined as "an infinite capacity for taking pains." 
~~ ~~~Vl~~!Bl 
CARRJF.l\f.u : DIGGS GENE \'JE \'£ McGR~::r.\'v 
LILLI E GER~<AND MILDRED )fART l N 
WILL A. HARDING 
Examiner and J\[onnal Instructor 
Will A . Harding, Normal Instructor for the Main School and Supervisor for the 
Branches, is a pupil of Scharwenka, Clarkson, Evans and Keller. 
Music Teaching: A Science as W ell as an Art 
It has been said that Nature is what we find in the universe; Science is 
what we learn about what we find; Art is what we do with what we learn. 
Standardization of instruction, and the use of a printed text, like that 
employed by the Sherwood Music School, together with the study of teaching 
problems from a psychological standpoint, have made music teaching a science 
as well as an art. We are concerned with "the technic of teaching" as much 
as with the teaching of technic. 
The teacher is no less important than the composer or the interpreter. His 
work is fully as vital to musical advancement as theirs. Art is preserved and 
passed on only through the teacher. Those who engage in this service should 
brmg to their work every aid that educational science can provide. 

ELSE HARTHAN ARENDT 
Instructor in the Voice Department 
Else H arthan Arendt, of the Voice Depart· 
ment, was born in Odessa, R ussia. H er father, 
Dr. Hans Harthan, a well-known European 
compose r and pianist, was director of the 
Imperial Conservatory of Music, and her 
mother was a concert and oratorio singer. From 
them she received , at an early age, her first 
musical tra in ing. She numbers among her 
in..,;tructors, Mme. Bianca Bianchi, of Munich, 
and Mme. Rueckbeii-Hiller of Stuttgart, Prof. 
Anton Dressler and Conductor Peter Raabe. 
H er various conce rt and oratorio successes 
ha ve been obtained in Europe, South Amer, 
ica, and the United States. She has been 
unanimously praised as an exceptional artist, 
with a magnetic personality and a voice of 
fresh and appealing beauty. 
Personality in Art 
In the fi nal analysis, we discover that art works are, essentially, expressions 
of personality. The composer has a mood, vision, conception, or experience 
which he translates into a composition. The com]_X}sition is a bit of him. The 
interpreter assimilates the composition, by study; and, with the aid of his 
technic, projects the conception of the composer, colored by his own thoughts 
and emotions. The interpretation is a fused expression of the personalities of 
the composer and interpreter. 
Any art work being a reflection of personality, it follows that it will be 
colorful and interesting only as the originating and reproducing personalities 
embody those qualities. The measure of the breadth and depth of both the 
creative work and its interpretation, will be the measure of the ni.entalities 
producing them. 
It follows, further, that those seeking creative or interpretative success 
must take care to broaden themselves by cultural pursuits. Every means should 
b~ u.sed to widen the mental horiz.on. All-important as the acquisition of tech-
me 1s to the student, no mistake could be greater than focusing attention on 
that comparatively narrow objective, to the practical exclusioh' of growth in 
other lines. This is the justification for the Orientation Lectures, given by the 
Sherwood Music School. k~~~ 
CARLILE T UCKER 
Instructor in the Voice Department 
Carlile T ucker, baritone, is an Ameri· 
can-born singer, with unusual powers of 
interpretation. A thorough musician, well 
equipped for oratorio, opera, or concert, 
he has elected to devote his life and his art 
:a~e;c~~Ji_·k~~~u~hbo~~s :~~~;r~ h~~!ut:!~ 
torio artists. His ability to impart funda· 
mental principles of tone production, as 
well as to develop the power to expres~ 
thought and emotion, makes him of value 
to beginners as well as to a rtist students. 
cor~ 
~
b ENE VoucnT 
Mme. Pavloska received her musical talent by 
inheritance, as her mother was an outstanding 
Canadian pianist. It was due to the persua· 
sion of the late Enrico Caruso and the famous 
Mme. Albani, that her father, who was op-
posed to a career for her, was finally prevailed 
upon to permit her to prepare for the operatic 
field. At the age of twelve she began her 
studies in Germany. Somewhat later, she 
went to Paris where she studied for some time 
with Edmond Duvernay, teacher of Litvinne, 
Acte, Donalda, and many other celebrities. 
After some light-opera experience, she was 
engaged by Campanini for the artist staff of 
the Chicago Civic Opera, with which organi-
zation she has been associated for the past 
nine seasons, in addition to her extensive con· 
cert tours. She has appeared in more than 
sixty rOles, singing in four different languages. 
The popularity and renown which she has 
\VOn are not surpassed by those of any Amcr· 
ican opera or concert artist. 
IRENE PAVLOSKA 
Prima Donna. Mezzo-Soprano 
Chicago Civic Opera 
Opera and Concert Coaching 
THE ART OF PAVLOSKA 
Irene Pavlosi(a is the world's best in her 
own type of art.- Chicago Tribune. 
This characterization, issuing from 
one of the most authoritative of critics, 
is reflected in the opinions of others: 
"The graceful and charming Irene Pav-
loska was the star of the evening. She has 
poise, dramatic sense, and that rare desider· 
atum-style. Her me.zzo•soprano is vibrant with 
youthful beauty, and the notes in her upper 
register are as crystal clear as her lower notes 
are luscious in velvety quality." 
"In action she is so superior as to be 
Pav!osk._a as "MistTess Page" highly distinguished in whatever part ~;he 
in Falstaff takes." 
Among the rOles for which Mme. Pa vloska is particularly famous are, the 
title role in Carmen, "Charlotte" in Werther, "Hansel" in Hiinsel and 
Gretel, "Mistress Page" in Falstaff, "Su~uki" in Madame Butterfly, "Cou· 
pava" in 'The Snow Maiden, "Musetta" in La Boht?me, and "Nancy" in 
Martha. In the 1926-27 season she will create the role of "Sheila" in Cad· 
man's 'fhe Witch of Salem, to be produced for the first time by the Chicago 
Civic Opera Company. 
SHERWOOD ORCHESTRA 
~~ 
P. MARINUS PAULSEN 
Instructor of V iolin, Ensemble P layin g and 
Orchestra Conducting 
Conductor of Sherwood Orchestras and 
Choral Organizations 
P. Marinos Paulsen , violinist. composer and 
conductor, was born in Aalborg, D enmark, 
and at an early age came to Chicago, where 
he received his education, supplemented by a 
short fin ishing course i n Europ e. His teach· 
ers were Rabe, Listemann, Falk, and, in 
Europe, Svendsen of Copenhagen. O ne of 
his larger compositions is the sacred cantata 
"Love Triumphant" . I n 1923 he won the 
$1 ,000 pri~e offered by the Chicago T heater 
for the best tone poem, with "Four O riental 
Sketches", conducting its first performance in 
the C hicago T heater. In the spring of 1926. 
a concert was given in Orchestra H all, by the 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, the program 
being devoted entirely to M r. Paulsen's com-
positions, with the composer conducting. 
The Value of E nsemble T raining 
Ensemble playing can be very profitably studied by every instrumentalist 
An intimate acquaintance with much of the greatest musical literature can 
be reached only through its ensemble performance. O ne of the best ways to 
study the Beethoven Symphonies, for instance, is to part icipate in playing their 
arrangements for small ensemble groups. 
Further, there is no better way to get a thorough grasp of the principles 
of solo interpretation, than through study of the coOrdination and balance of 
parts in ensemble work. 
Besides its value in contributing to musicianship, ensemble training has a 
special practical value, because of the many opportunities for small ensemble 
organizations to appear in public performance. 
([~()~ 
ef~ ~
} UXE LIGHTFOOT 
PIA !\0 
Instructor in the Violin Depanmettt 
Frcdcrik Frederiksen received his train-
ing abroad from such eminent teachers as 
H ans Sitt, Jadassohn, Emile Sauret and 
M artin Marsick. For a number of years 
Mr. Frederiksen lived in London, enjoying 
great success as a virtuoso and as a teacher. 
On coming to America, he duplicated the 
success which h e had made in Europe. 
Giorgio Polacco says o f him : ''You are a LIL L IAN M cARvu: 
splendid violinist, both technically and 
artistically.'' 
HARRY EDUARD MILLER 
lnstntetor in the Violin Department 
Harry Eduard Miller began violin study with 
his father, at the age of six ; r eceived a T onic 
Sol-Fa Diploma at the age of nine; studied 
piano with his mother; harmony with Joseph 
Hecker ; and violin with Bernhard Listemann, 
Max Bendix, Ottokar Sevcik (in Prague) , and 
Cesar Thomson ( in Brussels). H e also studied 
advanced theory with Dr. j . Lewis Browne, 
and was fo r several years a member of the 
New York Philharmonic Orchestra. 
Broad Musicianship Essential to the Violinist 
The violin is a melodic instrument. While the violin student readily 
becomes adept in fine tone production and melodic interpretation, he does not. 
because of the nature of his instrument, so readily acquire the general musi· 
cianship which comes naturally to the student of a harmonic instrument, such 
as the piano. He is apt to lack the natural ability to think harmonically and 
to get a full view of the form and content of musical composition. And, of 
course, this ability is as essential to his success as a teacher or concert player, 
as to any other musician. 
The violinist's course of study should be carefully planned with this fact 
in mind. A special effort should be made to acquire musicianship. Some study 
of piano, and a very thorough study of musical theory and ensemble playing 
are especially to be recommended. 
LUELLA JL\NSON 
OLTVER SMITH 
Instructor in the V oice D epartment 
Oliver Smith is rapidly gaining rccogni· 
tion as one of the foremost of American 
concert tenors. The press comments he has 
won, have been unanimously eulogistic, in· 
eluding such expressions as .. A poet of 
song literature", '"An exceptional artist in 
every sense of the word" Mr. Smith has 
studied with some .of the best teachers in 
Europe and America. In Paris, he has ap· 
peared in concert with noted artists from 
the Paris OpCra and the O pCra Comique. 
0f~'f5l 
MILDRED FITZPATRICK 
Instructor in d1e Theater Organ D eparhnen t 
Mildred Fittpatrick has won distinction as a 
theater organist, and is one of the most suc-
cessful and highly paid members of the pro· 
fession. She has held positions in a number 
of the large motion picture theaters in Chi· 
cago, including five years at the Pantheon. 
Miss Fitzpatrick was chosen to demonstrate 
Motion Picture Organ Playing at a concert 
given by the National Association of Organists 
in Chicago, 1925. Her fundamental t raining 
as an organist was received from Dr. Louis 
Falk and Dr. J. Lewis Browne. She is thor· 
oughly familiar with all. types of organs, and is 
especially capable o f g•ving instruction on the 
unified theater instrument. Her knowledge, 
not only of organ playing, hut also of every 
detail requisite to success in theater playing, 
gained from her own wide experience, makes 
her guidance and instruct ion invaluable to 
those who wish to enter the field in which she 
has made such a notable success. 
The Modern Theater Organ 
The modern theater organ is~ in itself , one reason why theater organ play· 
ing is one of the most congenial of musical occupations. 
Mechanically, it is a marvel. Musically, its effects are almost unlimited. 
The lightest touch will bring forth all the tonal power of a huge orchestra. 
T he many stops offer combinations of tone-color that are nearly inexhaustible. 
The organ, as a whole, provides all the resources necessary to creating the psy-
chological impressions and emotional reactions that are indispensable to effective 
picture-drama presentations. 
The organist who has been trained to utilize these resources fully will 
fi nd his work an unending delight. 
cq~ 
~~ 
HELF~ ZtMMERMAN 
CARLETON CUMMINGS 
ln.Hructor ir1 the Voice Department 
Carleton Cummings, tenor, is an Amcri· 
can by birth, and has received all his train· 
ing in this country. His instructors have 
included such internationally known men 
as Arthur Middleton, Oscar Seagle, Rich· 
ard Hageman, Emil Mollenhauer, George 
W. Chadwick, W. J. H enderson and Henry 
Krehbiel. His concert engagements have 
taken him all over the United States. and 
press critics have rated him as one of the 
best American tenors. 
JENNIE 
ErcHELSDot;RF£R 
ETHEL MILLF.Il 
]t:NNIE PARSO~S 
PIANO 
TINA MAE HAINES 
J-,~.~tructor in the Organ Department, dJHi 
Lecturer on History tmd Appreciation 
of Music 
Tina Mac H aines is a teacher, lecturer and organist of great natural talent, with an 
unusuall y broad education and extensive experience. She studied organ with Alexandre 
Guilmant, in Paris, and is organist and director of St. James Methodist Church , Chicago. 
She has met with notable success as a lecturer, having g iven many lectures on the pro-
grams of the Chicago Symphony O rchestra Concerts, and other subjects, for various 
organizations. During a sojourn in Paris, she made a study of French orchestral, operatic 
and choral literature. in w hich she is an authority . 
Why Study the History of Music? 
Why study the history of music? 
. First, for its cultural value- for the same reason that you would study the 
h1stoq r of civilization in general. 
Second, because it is a most absorbingly interesting subject, full of romance. 
Last, because the study of musical history reveals many facts and tradi-
tions that have an important bearing on the interpretation of the musical works 
of all periods. 
ef~ 
~· 
THIRZA PARMENTER 
Instructo-r in the Voice Department 
Thirza Parmenter's training includes seven 
years of stud y in New York City under 
Emilio Agramontc. eminent Spanish coach, 
and Charles Granville, exponent of the great 
French singer and teacher, Victor Maurel ; 
a nd, two years in Naples, studying opera 
with Carlo Sebast iani. Her teaching experience 
has covered a period of fifteen years in New 
York City and the Middle West. She has 
appeared very successfully in concert all over 
the country, and has held solo positions in 
many of the larger churches, includi ng the 
Eleventh Church of Christ, Scientist, Chicago. 
TuE CoN50L E OF O NE OF Ova PRACTICE ORGANS 
ef~1V ~
ELIZABETH SCHROCK 
Instructor in the 
Public School Music D epaYtment 
Elizabeth Schrock's preparatory work was 
done in the Public School Music Department 
of Northwestern University, E va nsto n, a nd in 
Columbia Universit y, New York. H er t each· 
ing experience covers twelve years in the 
Grades and H igh Schools, as Supervisor, to 
which has been added several years as Normal 
Instructor, and head of the P ublic School 
Music Department in the Sherwood Music 
School. 
The Growing Scope of Public School Music 
It is only comparatively recently that music has been given serious atten-
tion in the public schools. But now that it has begun to "come into its own" 
it is easy to foretell how high its ultimate place will he, in an educational 
curr iculum. 
It is certain that public schools will become more and more the centers of 
musical activity. Already there are choruses, glee clubs, bands and orchest ras 
in many schools, displaying a surprising state of high proficiency. 
It is an obvious conclusion that the sphere of public school music is one 
with great possibilities; but equally obvious is it that those who wish to enter 
it must be musicians of the highest order, to meet its increasingly exacting 
qualifications. 
LOULA ] AY SAM SO!' 
DRAMATTC ART 
GERTROVE E. Ci.AUDY DOI\OT IIY ROUBISS 
\'AI-DEMAR PAULSEN 
FtHI.HL GN LANGUAGES 
MARY E. P ERLEY 
FREXCII, GP.IUIA!' 
EuLALIE AR~ISTRONG 
::\L .. RION P H I LJHU CK 
LUELLA CANTERBURY 
Instructor in the Dramatic Art D epart11 ,ent 
Luella Canterbu ry is a graduate and post-
graduate of the Emerson College of Oratory, 
Boston, and has studied also in the Sargent 
School, New York. She has had extensive 
stage experience, including partici pat ion in 
the Shakespearian productions of Marlowe 
and Sothern, and two years as leading lady 
with the Keith Stock Company, in Boston. 
Prior to her connection with the Sherwood 
Music School, she taught successfull y in a 
nu mber of schools and college.s in the Mid· 
west. Mrs. Can terb ury's equipmen t, embrac-
ing, as it does, the clements of fine training, 
wide publ ic experience, and success in teach· 
ing others, is exceptional. 
Dramatic Art: A Study for All 
Dramatic art should not be regarded as a study only for those interesteJ in 
it from a professional viewpoint. 
It may wel1 be studied by all whose occupations require them to make a 
favorable impression perw nally ; to whom ease and poise and fl uent speech arc 
especially valuable. 
Concert musicians, in particular, will find the success of their appearances 
heightened by careful study of dramatic principles, tona l coloring, change of 
moods, and a better and more dramatic diction. 
As a means toward improving individuality and power of expression, the 
·tudy of dramatic art is profitable to al l. 
\V. E. Rto: HER).I .~:s" COLTITT?. 
WI Nl~ IXSTIIUMI-:N"I"S 
EARL Co~1us 
WINl> IN STRU~! F.NTS 
Gt:oJtcg Sov.u .rcR. 
VO X I) !NSTRUMt;NTS 
M ILTON H. CoOI'F.R 
WINO IXSTRU~lt:NTS 
}OHN i\f.~RU~R 
BANJO 
\Vt: I.CO~I E IJ. K uun• 
W IXD IXSTRUMEXI"S 
\Vu.I.IAM C oHm.As 
8.\NJO 
0)~ ~ 
E .111 1. K o l'l' 
WI X!) IXSl .RUMEXTS 
H AROI.D B EECH 
ELBERT WHEELER 
Instructor in the V oice Department 
Elbert Wheeler ha~ had the exceptional ad-
vantage of five years of study in Italy, with 
Maestro Piccoli, teacher of the renowned Tito 
Schipa. While in Italy, he sang with great sue· 
cess in o pera; a nd is well known in America 
as a concert singer. Herman D evries, critic of 
the Chicago Evening American, describes Mr. 
Wheeler's voice as "perfectly matured and 
beautifully trained". His value as an instruc· 
tor is enhanced by his thorough knowledge of 
the Italian, French, German and Spanish Jan• 
guages. 
III 
Courses of Study 
and General Information 
COURSES OF STUDY 
On the following pages are brief outlines of the courses of study which 
lead to defin ite advanced credentia ls: Teacher's Certificates, Diplomas, and 
Degrees. Detailed descriptions of the Classes referred to will be found on pages 
63-GR. Tuition rates are given on pages 7?·82. 
Students whose preparatory work has been accomplished through study of 
the Sherwood Course of printed text material (see page 61), or its equivalent, 
may enter directly into the courses outlined. It should be distinctly understood 
that students receive full credit at the Sherwood Music School, for all study 
completed elsewhere. In other words, they are not required to do over again 
work which has already been satisfactorily finished. 
The value of credentials depends entirely on the standards of the institu· 
tion gra11ting them. A ll credentials of the Sherwood Music School are issued 
by authority of the State of Illinois. The Sherwood Music School is one of the 
few conservatories appearing on the list of Accredited Schools recognized by the 
State. In 1921, it received official recognition from the State Department of 
Education, for its meritorious work in extending and standardizing music edu· 
cation through its system of Branches. The Chicago Board of Education grants 
Promotional Credits to Sherwood Music School students. 
Non~-Studcnts may register at any time, and are not required to work toward a 
definite credential. 1f they prefer, they may register only for such private and class 
instruction as especially interests them. However, the courses outlined for defi nite ere· 
dentials are particularly well-balanced and complete; and it is distinctly advantageous to 
earn some accredited standing, especially if a musical career is contemplated. 
ADVANCED COURSES WITH PIANO AS A MAJOR SUBJECT 
(Completion of one course entitles the student to enter the next higher 
course without examination. Ordinarily, two years are required for the corn .. 
pletion of each course; but, with credit allowed for work done elsewhere, some 
may be completed in one year. The instruction in the major subject is given 
privately.) 
Class Number 
(Sec Pag..:s 63·68) SUBJECT 
Teacher's Certificate 
(First Y ear) 
Piano 
H armony 
History of Music 
Piano 
Normal 
(Second 'Year) 
Teaching Repertoire 
Pi<mo 
Counterpoint 
Ensemble Playing 
Piano 
Diploma 
(First Y ear) 
(Second Y ea.r) 
Analysis and Appreciation 
Bachelor's Degree 
(First Y ear) 
Piano . . · · 
8 Double Counterpoint, Canon and fugue 
12 Artists' Repertoire 
(Seco nd Year) 
Piano . . · · · 
Composition and Orchestration 
12 Artists' Repertoire 
Master's Degree 
(First Y ear) 
Piano . . . . . . 
10 Advanced Composition and Or..-:h e.stration 
12 Artists' Repertoire 
(Second Y ear) 
Piano . . . . . . . 
I I Advanced Compo~ition and O rchestration 
I 2 Artists' Repertoire 
Hours 
per Week 
Number 
of Terms 
ADVANCED COURSES WITH VOICE AS A MAJOR SUBJECT 
(Completion of one course entitles the. student to enter the next higher 
course without examination. O rdinarily, two years are required for the com-
pletion of each course; but, with credit allowed for work done elsewhere, some 
may be completed in one year. The instruction in the major subject is given 
privately.) 
Class Numher 
(Sec Page~ 63·68 ) 
Voice . 
SUBJECT 
Teacher's Certificate 
(FirstYea.r) 
I Harmony . 
2 History of Music . . . 
l 3 Ear Training and Sight-Singing 
Voice 
Normal 
(Second Y ear) 
Teaching Repertoire 
Voice . 
Counterpoint 
Diploma 
( First Year) 
( Second Year) 
Voice . . . . 
Analysis and Appreciation 
Bachelor's Degree 
(First l eaT) 
Voice . . . . . . 
8 Double Counterpoint, Canon and Fugue 
12 Artists' Repertoire 
(Second Y ear) 
Voice . . . . . 
9 Composition and Orchestration 
12 Arti ~ts' R epertoire 
Master's Degree 
(fiYst Y ear) 
V oice . . . . . . . 
10 Advanced Composition and Orchestration 
12 Artists' Repertoire 
(Second Year) 
V oice . . · · · · · 
11 Advanced Composition and O rchestration 
12 Artists' Repertoire 
~~ 
H our9 
per Week 
Number 
o f Terms 
OPERA AND CONCERT COACHING 
Under the personal instruction of Mme. Irene Pavloska, Prima Donna 
M ezzo-Soprano of the Chicago Civic Opera Company, those who aspire to the 
highest success in opera and concert singing, may receive the invaluable guid-
ance of one who has already achieved that highest success. 
Inasmuch as all instruct ion of this kind has to be, and is, fitted to the needs 
of the individual student, it is possible to give only a general outline of the 
course followed. 
First, a sound foundation of vocal technic is carefully constructed . A long 
with this, there is pursuit of the subjects which make for broad musicianship: 
musical theory, history of music, analysis, appreciation, sight-singing, ear train· 
ing, and like studies. There is thorough study of diction and foreign languages. 
On this foundation, is superimposed the jnstruction which brings talent and 
training to their highest point, and produces the artist singer, ready for the 
opera or concert platform. 
The study of operatic rOles for which the student is natu rally fitted, occu, 
pies a great deal of time and attention, with constan t study of concert reper, 
toire. And, naturally, much t ime is spent on the histrionic phase of opera 
singing. One of the most imp x tant features of this advanced training, is the 
participation in scenes from operatic productions, prepared under the personal 
supervision of Mme. Pavloska. 
Contact with Mme. Pavloska"s personality, brings with it an inspiration 
which leads to certain achievement. In making inst ruction from this artist 
available at moderate rates of tuit ion, the Sherwood M usic School feels tha t 
it is performing a.n exceptional service. 
ADVANCED COURSES WITH VIOLIN AS A MAJOR SUBJECT 
(Completion of one course entitles the student to enter the next higher 
course without examination. Ordinarily, two years are required for the com-
pletion of each course ; but, with credit a1lowed for work done elsewhere, some 
may be completed in one year. The instruction in the major subject is given 
privately .) 
ClassNnmhcr 
(Sec Page~ 63 -63) SlJ BJI·:CI' 
Teacher's Certificate 
( First Year) 
Violin 
Harmony 
H istory of M usic 
Violin 
No rmal 
(Se-co nd Y car) 
T eachi ng Repertoire 
Violi n . 
Counterpoint 
Ensemble Pl ayin g-
Violin 
Diploma 
(Fi-rst Y ear) 
{Second 'Y ear) 
A nalysis and Apprecia tion 
Bachelor's D egree 
( First Year ) 
Violin . . . . . 
::; Double Coun terpoint. Ca non and Fug ue 
12 Artists ' Repertoire 
(Second 'Y ear) 
Violin . . . . 
Composition and Orchestration 
12 Artists' Repertoire 
Master's D egree 
( First 'Year ) 
Violi n . . . . . 
I 0 Advanced Composition and Orchestration 
12 Artists' Repertoire 
( Second 'Year) 
Violi n . . . . . . 
It Advanced Compo~ition and Orchc5tration 
I 2 Artists' Repertoire 
H ours 
J-.cr\Vcck 
N'umlX'r 
of Term ~ 
ADVANCED COURSES WITH ORGAN AS A MAJOR SUBJECT 
(Completion of one course entitles the student to enter the next higher 
course without examination. Ordinarily, two years are required for the com.-
pletion of each course ; but, with credit allowed for work done elsewhere, some 
may be completed in one year. The instruction in the major subject is given 
privately.) 
Class Number 
(See P ages 63·68) SUBJECT 
Teacher's Certificate 
( First Y ear) 
O rgan 
Harmony 
History of Music 
Organ 
Normal 
Organ 
Counterpoint 
Ensemble Playing 
Organ 
(Secotld 'Y ear) 
Diploma 
( f irst Y e-ar) 
(Second Y ear) 
Analysis and Appreciation 
Bachelm·'s Degree 
( First lear) 
Organ 
8 Double Counterpoint, Canon and Fugue 
1 2 Artists· R ep ertoire 
( S ecotld Year) 
Organ . . , . 
Composition and Orchestration 
12 Artists' Repertoire 
Master's D egree 
( First 'Year) 
Organ 
10 Advanced Composition and Orchestration 
11 A rtists' Repertoire 
(Suond YeaT) 
Organ . . . . . . 
11 Advanced Composition and Orchestration 
I 2 Artists' Repertoire 
!lours 
per Week 
Numha 
of Term~ 
THEATER ORGAN COURSE 
The Theater Organ Course, as outlined below, covers all the elements of 
study required for a theater organ position. P iano students who have had four 
or five years of thorough piano study, can usually complete the course in two 
years. Those who have already had some organ study or experience, may com· 
plete it in one year or less, according to circumstances. 
A n outline is given below of every phase of the instruct ion given by the 
instructor at the organ, in either private or class work. Along with the organ 
instruction, the student ( if he has not already taken these subjects) is required 
to take four terms of H armony (C lass No. 4), four terms of counterpoint 
(Class No. 5) , and four terms of Composition and Orchestration (Class 
No. 9) , during his study. 
( First 'Year) Elementa"y C ourse 
I. Foundation Organ work. 
2. Pedal Studies. 
(a) Right hand and pedal. 
(b) Left hand and pedal. 
(c) Work with manuals and pedals. 
(d) Independent use of left foot alone. 
_,. Legato and staccato touches. Combination of the two touches. 
4. Registration; tone coloring. 
5. Obbligato work for left hand, and use of Second Touch. 
6. Repertoire. 
(a) Music needed in movie work. 
(b) Adapting music written for other inst ruments to the 
organ, induding popular music. 
7. W ork in playing for Feature Pictures. 
0f~ 
(Second Y ear) Advanced Course 
(Students who have had necessary foundation work, may enter upon this 
division of the course at once.) 
1. Greater independence of keyboard and pedals. 
2. Proper instruction in playing overtures with orchestra. Cor-
rect registration and coloring . 
. , . Registration: finishing points. 
4. Instruction in playing popular song slides. Playing of ballad 
forms of songs. 
i. Popular music in all its forms. 
6. Improvising for Feature and also OJmedy Pictures. H armon-
i:dng f rom " lead-sheets" or violin parts of orchestral scores. 
7. Playing with picture on screen before pupiL 
8. Explanation of different types of pictures with fi lm projec-
tions, such as Features, Comedies, News Reels, Scenics, Car-
toons, etc 
9. Dramatizing of p icture before screen under conditions that 
will face the student in the theater. 
10. Playing from cue sheets, or lists: 
It will be noticed that the Theatei Organ Course includes actual exper ience 
in fi lm accompaniment of all kinds. This is extremely important , as the student 
cannot be sure of success, even if he is thorou:ghly familiar with the theater 
organ as an instrument, if he is not also familiar with the conditions of theater 
playing, and has not had some experience in following pictures and cue sheets. 
A motion picture projecting machine, with a variety of films, is a part of the 
studio equipment. These are used liberally in the latter stages of the student's 
training. 
The organs used are of the latest design, built especially for the Sherwood 
M usic School f rom special "movie" specifications, with the most important traps 
and devices, including the "second touch" . (See pp. i O and i 1 for specifica· 
tions.) Adequate practice facilities are available at the School for a nominal 
charge. 
~ 
·
SPECIFICATIONS- FOUR-MANUAL PRACTICE ORGAN 
MAN UALS - Compass CC to C Gl Notes 
PE DA LS - Compass CC to C 32 Notes 
l\CTION - Electro-Pneumatic th rougho ut 
STO P S - Cont rolled by stop keys 
CON SOLE- A ttached (Mechanical combina tions H orse-shoe type) 
ACCOMPANIMENT (First Manual} GREAT (Second Manual) 
16' V iole D'O rchcstre 16' T uba 
1 6' Flute 16 ' V iole D 'O rchcstrc 
8 ' Diapason 16 ' Double Open Diapason 
8 ' Tibia 8 ' T uba 
S' Concert Fl ute 8' D iapason Phonon (Lea thern! Li p ~ ) 
8' VioleD'Orchestre 8' Tibia ( Small Scale ) 
16' Basso V ox Huma na 8' Viole D 'Orchcstre 
8' Vox H uma na 8' Concert Flute 
4' Vox Soprano 8' Vox H umana 
4' V iolin 8' Saxophon~C 
4' Flu te 8 ' O boe 
271', ~i~~~~ :: ~~ b~:on 
1 /J' O ctave Nazard 4' O ctave 
1' H armonic 4 ' Flute 
H arp 2' Piccolo 
Marimba 4'': H~:rp 
Xylophone 8' M arimba 
Snare D r um Roll 4' Xylophone 
Jaz,z Tap Chimes 
T ambo urine 
Castanets 
Chinese Gong 
Triangle 
Sleigh Bells 
Tom-T om 
ORCH ESTRAL (Third Manual) 
16' Tuba 
16' Tibia 
16' Viole D·Orchestre 
8 ' T uba 
8 ' Tibia 
8' Dia pason 
8' Viole D 'O rche.s tre 
8' Concert Flute 
4' Clario n 
4' Violi n 
4 ' Flute 
4' O ctave 
2;1' Quin t (Tibia) 
2%' Stri ng Q ui nt 
2%' N azard Flute 
2' Piccolo 
2' Flautina 
1' H armon ic Strin g 
8' Vox Humana 
16' Basso Vox H umana 
SOLO (Fourth Manual) 
16' D ouble Open Diapason 
8 ' O pen Diapason 
8 ' Tibia 
8 ' Viole D '01·che.stre 
8' Concert Flute 
4' Octave 
4 ' Flute 
4' Tibia 
2%' T\"·cl fth 
2 ' Super O ctave 
2' Piccolo (T ibia) 
4 R ks. Mixt ure 4' St ri ng~ 2%' Flute 
2' St ring~ 1' Fl ute 
H arp 
Marimba 
Xylophone 
SPECJFICA TIONS- FOUR-MANUAL PRACTICE ORGAN 
-Continued 
ACCOMPANIMENT ORGAN 
(Second Touch) 
8' Tibia 
8 ' Diapason 
8 ' Viole D'Orchest rc 
4' T ibia 
PEDAL (Second Touch) 
Bass D r um 
6~;g;;1y 
Grand Crash 
EFFECTS 
T hu nder Sheet 
Auto Horn 
Song Birds ( 1 ) 
Song Birds ( 2 ) 
Chimes Gong- Single and Repeat· 
ing Stroke 
Castanets 
T ambourine 
T ympany 
Grand Crash 
Door Bell 
Steamboat W histle 
T rain W histle 
Su rf Effect 
ADJUST ABLE COMBINATION S 
Pistons N os. 1· 2·3·4· 5·6 Affecting 
Solo Organ 
Pistons N os. 1·2·3·4· 5·6 Affecting: 
O rchestral O rgan 
Pistons N os. 1·2·3·4·5·6 A ffecting 
G reat O rgan 
Pistons Nos. 1·2·3· 4·5·6 Affecting 
Choir Organ 
Pisto n:< Nos. 1· 2·3 Affecting 
Pedal Organ 
Pistons Nos. 1·2·3·4 A ffecting 
Entire Organ 
PEDAL ORGAN 
16' Sub Bass 
8' Octave Bass 
8' Flute 
8' 'Cello 
8' T \1ba 
COUPLERS 
Solo to Pedal 
O rchestral to Pedal 
G reat to Pedal 
A ccompaniment to Pedal 
O rchest ral to G reat 
O rchestral to Great 4' 
O rchestral to Great 16' 
G reat 4' 
Solo to O rche1;tral 
Solo to O rchestral 4' 
Snlo to Orchestral 16' 
Solo to Great 
Solo to Great 4' 
Solo to Great 16' 
O rchestral 4' 
O rchestral 16' 
Solo to Accompam mcnt 
Great to Accompaniment 
O rchestral to Accompaniment 
A ccompaniment 4' 
MECHANICALS 
Tremulant 
C rescendo I ndicator 
PEDAL MOVEMENTS 
Great to Pedal Reversible 
Balanced Great Expression Pedal 
Balanced Grand Crescendo Pedal 
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC COURSES 
The work in the Public School Music Department, has been arranged to 
meet the latest requirements of the State Boards of Education. T he courses 
are as fo1lows: 
I A Two-Years' Course, entitling the student to a Public 
School Music Teacher's Certificate and a State Special Cer-
tificate. (Seventy-five credits required.) 
II A Three-Years' Course, entitling the student to a Public 
School Music T eacher's Diploma. (Thirty-five additional 
credits required.) 
III A Four·Years' Course, leading to the degree, Bachelor of 
Music Education. (Thirty-three additional credits required.) 
T he schedules of required credits follow: 
(FiYSt Y ear) 
Elementary T heory, and Ear T raining 
History of M usic and Appreciation . 
Public School Music M ethods . 
Observation and Reports 
Educational Psychology (College Credit) . 
Sight-Singing and Chorus 
Harmony 
Applied Music (Private Lessons) 
Applied Music (Private Lessons) 
Musical Pedagogy, Repertoire and Public Performance 
Hours per week 
2 
1!/z 
2 
Credits 
2 
8 
4 
4 
6 
37 
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC COURSES- Continued 
( Second Year) H ours per week Credits 
Sight-Singing and Ear Training . . . 2 4 
History of Music, and Written Assignments 1 2 
Analysis and A ppreciation . . . 1 2 
Public School Music Methods 4 8 
Orchestra and Conducting 1 2 
Supervised Teaching . 2 4 
Principles and Methods (College Credit) I Yz 3 
Harmony and Counterpoint . 2 4 
Chorus I 1 
Applied Music (Private Lessons) l 2 
Applied Music (Private Lessons) 2 4 
T eaching Repertoire Class 2 
>S 
Upon the satisfactory completion of the. above two years' work, the stu~ 
dent is awarded the Punuc SCHOOL M usic T EACHER's CERTIFICATE. 
( 'Third Y ear) Hour~ IJer week 
Applied Music (Pr ivate Lessons) 2 
Applied Music (Private Lessons) l 
Artist's Repertoire Class l 
Advanced Theory 2 
History of Education (College Credit) 1!/z 
High School and Community Music 3 
English . 
Orchestra Performance 
Practice Teaching 
Credits 
4 
2 
2 
4 
6 
6 
4 
4 
35 
Upon the satisfactory completion of the foregoing three years' Course) the 
student is awarded the Punuc ScHOOL Music TEACHER's DIPLOMA of the 
SHERWOOD M usic ScHOOL, and the STATE M usic SuPERVISoR's CERTIFICATE. 
(Fourth Year) Postgraduate Coarse 
Ho urs per wet·k 
Applied Music (Private Lessons) 2 
Applied M usic (Private Lessons) I 
Artist's Repertoire C lass I 
Theory (Composition and Orchestration) 2 
History of Education (College C redit) I Yz 
H igh School and Community M usic 2 
Electives (College Credit) 
Orchestra Performance 
Critic T eaching 
Credits 
4 
2 
2 
4 
3 
4 
6 
4 
4 
33 
Upon the satisfactory completion of the above four years' Course, the 
student is entitled to the degree, BACHELOR or MuSIC EDUCATION. 
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC COURSES- Continued 
Entrance Requirements 
The entrance requirements for a student desirous of taking up the Publ ic 
School Music Course tlre as follows· 
a) An Academic Education 'representing a four-year liigh School Course 
or its equivalent. 
h) A reasonable amount of elementary musical training. 
Transfer of Credits 
Credits \vill be accepted from recognized schools, and a special examination 
fur tldvanccd standing will be granted to students \vhu can demonstrate their 
ability. 
Special Advantages 
1. Opportunity to "observe" the Shenvood Glee Club cind the Children's 
Chorus of Chicago. 
2. Membership in the Sherwood Choral Society, giving two public per-
formances each year. (Required.) 
·'. The Sherwood Symphony Orchestra and the Sherwood Junior Orches-
tra, both under P. Marin us Paulsen, offer the rare privilege of becoming 
fami liar with orchestra ro1,.1 tine and conducting, and orchest ra l music. 
4. College Subjects, offered \Vithout additional cost in first and. second 
year. 
5. A Practice School within fifteen minutes' ride of t he SHERWOOD Music 
ScHOOL, consisting of the primary, intermediate and grammar grades. 
NoTE: The Classes marked "College Cred it"' arc conducted by Pro f. W. E. Rice . o r 
Wheaton College. The public School Music tuition rates ( sec page 79) cover all instruc· 
tion referred to in the outlines, except App lied Music, wh ich refers to private instruction 
given in Piano. Voice, Violin or similar subjects. lf proficiency is shown in these sub· 
jects upon registering fo r the course, no expense need be incurred for them. 
DRAMATIC ART COURSES 
Teacher's Certificate Course 
A course of study, regularly requiring two years for completion, leads to ;l 
Certificate in Dramatic A rt, Play Coaching, Expression, and all arts pertaining 
to the theater. The curriculum includes the following subjects : Dramatic Art, 
Expression, Pantomime, Act ing, Stage Deportment, D iction, Literary Appre-
ciation, Dramatic Criticism, Pedagogy and Applied Psychology. Forty hours 
of private instruct ion and forty hours of class instruction are taken during each 
of the two years, all of the above subjects being treated in, and divided between, 
the class and private periods. 
Outlines of more advanced courses, leading to Diploma and toward the 
Degree, Bachelor of Oratory, will gladly be forwarded upon request. 
Playground Supcrvisio.11 and Story Telling 
The Sherwood Music School is prepared to train dramatic specialists for 
the fields of playground supervision, camp councillorships, and story telling. The 
courses include study of folk and fairy lore, legend, and mythology, with prac· 
tice in the telling and dramatization of such stories anJ plays as apply to these 
special fields. 
The demand for teachers who have training for such work is rapidly grow-
ing, and the work is well remunerated. 
Special Class in Stage Deportment 
This Class is intended to provide training for musicians, which will enhance 
the success of their public appearances; and to train m•Jsic teachers to coach 
their students in deportment, stage entrances and exit...., etc., for recital work. 
Beyond the matter of mere graceful stage deportment, this subject enters into 
the principles of making a public musical performance more powerful from the 
dramatic standpoint. 
DRA MA TIC ART COURSES - Continued 
Special Courses for Business and Professional People 
Special courses are available for business and professional people, treating 
such subjects as personal development, poise and charm in approach, con· 
vincing conduct in salesmanship, development of a beautiful speaking voice, 
choice of words, better use of the English language, and similar matters. These 
courses are given either in class or in private instruction, and have proven of 
immense value to many in the business and professional world. 
Dancing C ourses 
The Dancing Courses are in four divisions: 1. T raining for those who wish 
to teach dancing. 2. Training for those who wish to become ballet dancers. 
3. Courses for physical culture. 4. Courses for children. 
T he curriculum in each division embodies the best of the Russian, Italian 
and French methods. The instruction includes the regular Ballet, Toe, Char· 
acter, and Grecian Dancing. 
The demand for well-trained ballet dancers always exceeds the supply. T he 
field for competent teachers of dancing is equally good, particularly for teachers 
to instruct children. 
Credentials With Honor 
Students may receive their Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees cum laude 
(with honor) by meeting the requirements of the Honor Roll System used by 
the School. These requirements are : I. Punctuality in keeping lesson and class 
appointments. 2. Regularity of attendance. 3. Attentiveness during lesson and 
class periods. 4. Scholarship. Each student is graded , term by term, on each 
subject, with reference to Honor Roll standing, taking into consideration each 
of the four points named. 
A further condition is, that the student must participate in some of the 
School recitals. 
Violoncello 
The Violoncello is a beautiful instrument, and occupies a most important 
place in the orchestra. It is not a difficult instrument to learn, and a proficient 
'celHst is always sure of a good income, as he is in great demand by professional 
orche~tras. W ork in this Department does not regularly lead to graduation 
(although arrangements may be made for it to do so), but special instruction 
is given to suit the requirements of individual students. Both beginners and 
advanced students are accepted , and there is ample opportunity for practice in 
the Sherwood Symphony Orchestra, and in the Ensemble C lass. 
Other Orchestral Inst ruments 
The greatly increased number of theater and dance orchestras of the pres~ 
ent day, causes a constant demand for players of all the orchestral instruments. 
Flute, Piccolo, Clarinet, Cornet and T rumpet, have long been standard instru· 
melnts in every orchestra, and of recent years the Saxophone has taken a promi-
nent place. Still more recently , the Banjo has achieved an importance that it 
never had before. All of these instruments are taugh t by experienced players, 
each instructor a specialist. When sufficiently advanced, students have the 
opportunity of gaining orchestral experience and practice in the Sherwood 
Symphony O rchestra, or the Sherwood Junior Orchestra, according to their age 
and ability. 
Foreign Languages 
The study of foreign languages is very desirable for one who is acquiring 
a thorough musical education, much standard music being of foreign origin. For 
a vocalist, it is especially necessary; otherwise some of the best vocal literature 
in his repertoire will be available only through possibly inferior translations. 
Vocalization on some of the foreign vowel sounds, is often used to enable the 
vocal student to improve his tone. French, German, Italian, Spanish, and the 
Scandinavian languages are taught either in private lessons, or in classes. 
OUTLINES OF PRIVATE AND CLASS INSTRUCTION 
Private Instruction- Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ 
In all courses leading to an advanced credential, one hour of private inst ruc· 
t ion in the major subject, with one of the leading teachers of the Department, 
is required each week. This hour may be taken as a single period, or at separate 
times as two half-hour periods. Through this private instruction, the student 
receives the individual attention and help necessary to his technical and inter · 
pretative progress. He receives also the inspiration and encouragement which 
come from direct contact with the personality of the artist instructor. 
Recita l appearances are regarded as an important phase of the student's 
development; f requent opportunities for public performance are provided in 
connection with the programs given several times each week, in the Sherwood 
Recital Hall. Students have also the unusual advantage of appearing as soloists 
with the Sherwcxxl Symphony Orchestra; and of participat ing in the bi-weekly 
Radio Programs of the School. 
Through the private instruction gjven in Piano, the student acquires a 
very extensive repertoire, useful either for teaching or for concert playing; and 
a technic, founded on the most modern principles, which will serve him usefu lly 
either in public performance or in teaching. The ·material used covers the entire 
gamut of the best piano literature, technical and interpretative. A few of the 
many composers studied are: Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Chopin, Lisz.t, 
Mendelssohn, Brahms, Schubert, Schumann, Debussy, Scriabine, Rachmaninoff, 
MacDowell, etc. A number of the standard concertos are studied. 
The private instruction in the Voice Department embraces all that is best 
in the accepted schools of singing - the Italian, German, French and English. 
These schools all rely for their success upon the application to voice production 
of a few fundameptal principles. The methods by which these principles are 
inculcated vary, but t~e principles themselves have their foundation in nature, 
and have always been used by the best teachers and singers. The fact is empha-
sized. th~t singi~~g is, primarily,_ a mental process. 
~ 
PRIVATE INSTRUCT ION- Continued 
Purity of tone, scale equalization, enunciat ion, diction, correct breathing. 
Correct singing of VO\.vcl.s, and tone product ion are some of the fundamental 
points treated. 
T he technical and interpretative works used include ·vaccai Book l, Franz 
A bt's P ractical Singing Tutor, Salvatore Marchesi's Exercises, Bonoldi's Exer· 
cises and V ocalization, and songs of American, English, French, Italian and 
German composers; French, German and Italian arias; songs of Beethoven, 
Strauss, Lisz.t and Brahms. 
The instruction in the Violin D epartment, as in all the other instr~·mental 
departments, is directed toward the acquisition of a proficient teChnic and a 
wide repertoire useful for teaching and concertizing. 
The technical and interpretative works used, include exercises and studles 
by Sevcik, Mazas, Dont, Dancla, De Beriot and Kreutzer, and co;, positions by 
Sitt, V ieuxtemps, Beethoven, Wieniawski; studies by Bach, Spoh,r, Mo~art, 
Fiorillo, Kneisel; concertos and solos from the compositions of Huba·y·; Godard, 
David, and others. -
In the O rgan Department, the following is characteristic of the 'material 
used throughout the various courses of study : Pedal Studies of Schneider and 
Dudley Buck, Preludes and Fugues of Bach, sonatas by Mendelssohn, Merkel, 
Guilmant and Piutti; compositions in larger form by H andel, Merkel, Rhein· 
berger, Saint-Saens, Dubois; concert pieces by W idor, Hollins, Franck, Best 
Thiele, Lemare, and other•. 
~~ 
MODERN STANDARDIZED TEACHING 
In the middle ages, instruction in all branches of learning was given orally 
Then came the invention of printing, which placed in the hands of edu-
cators a new tool; and pedagogy, in general, changed its methods and added a 
printed text to its oral lectures. The use of a printed text is so wide-spread, 
today, that we scarcely give it a thought, and it would be inconceivable for any 
school or university to work without one. 
For some unaccountable reason, music teaching methods remained those of 
the middle ages, and did not adapt themselves to modern principles of teaching 
involved in the use of a printed text, as all the other arts and sciences had done. 
This accounts, in part, for the fact that educators, generally, have denied to 
music study the same educational value as they have given, for instance, to 
arithmetic, grammar, and astronomy. 
It is only in very recent years that modern educational methods, including 
the use of a printed text as the foundation of a11 instruction, have been applied 
to the teaching of music. As a consequence, prominent educators are now 
beginning to appreciate the importance of music study in a well balanced cur~ 
riculum, and credits are being granted in high schools and universities, for 
music study pursued in this way, just as they are for any other subject. 
The Sherwood Music School was the first Conservatory to apply these 
modem pedagogic principles to the teaching of music, and to use a carefully 
prepared printed text, which standardizes the instruction of its many Branches 
with that of the Main School. 
The antiquated has been discarded, and the teaching methods prevailing in 
the schools and universities have been adopted, In the fabric of the American 
educational system, which is considered the finest in the world, written lessons, 
class work, blackboard work, examinations, grades, and progressive credits are 
essential elements. They are, likewise, part and parcel of the way in which 
music is taught in the Sherwood Music School. 
As a consequence of all this, Sherwood credits are recognized in high 
schools, state universities and colleges all over the country. 
<Of~ 
~ 
THE PRINTED TEXT 
The place of a Printed T ext, as an aid to the oral music lesson, carne about, 
as mentioned on the previous page, namely, because the oral method alone was 
inefficient, difficult, and made for slow progress, thereby limiting advancement 
even to the most determined and intelligent students. 
In the merely oral way of teaching, the teacher painstakingly imparts, at 
the pupil's short lesson period, a great deal of necessary information about the 
work in hand. During all the succeeding week, much of this instruction is for-
gotten altogether, and the remainder is often merely guessed at. Consequently, 
a great deal of practicing is done incorrectly. A t the next lesson, this poor 
practicing is reflected in a poor performance, which discourages both teacher 
and pupil, and means that much of the work must be gone over again. 
From the pupil's standpoint, this slow progress scx:m becomes disheartening. 
The pupil then loses interest, and often ceases to study music altogether. 
From the parent's standpoint, the waste of t ime, and the necessity for going 
over the same things, again and again, make the cost of a musical education 
unnecessarily high. The parent, is therefore, quite wilting to lend a responsive 
ear, when the pupil wants to stop his lessons. 
From the teacher's standpoint, it means the loss of pupils; and this reflects 
on his ability as a teacher, because his success, naturally, depends on successful 
pupils and satisfied parents. 
In the Sherwood M usic School, the use of a Printed T ext, as the basis of the 
regular oral lesson, offers many advantages to students. No IXJint can be over-
looked, even by the teacher, because the T ext serves as a constant stimulus to 
the memory. When the lesson period is finished and the pupil goes home, he 
still has in his possession the Printed T ext, which repeats to him everything that 
the teacher has explained. He thus really has a lesson every day in the week, 
and goes over the same ground which the teacher has covered, exactly as the 
teacher has explained it. If the pupil should forget something, he easily refreshes 
his memory from the Printed T ext. 
0f~ ~
THE PRINTED TEXT- Continued 
Pictures are easily U!lderstood. Therefore, the hand positions, crossing movef 
ments, etc., which the teacher has explained in the lesson, are illustrated by 
pictures in the Printed Text. These pictures are always before the student when 
he practices, thus enabling him to master such important technical points more 
easily. Written answers to definite questions are required, and these ans'l.vers 
are graded, just as in puhlic school work. This accomplishes a double purpose. 
It fixes facts more firmly in the student's mind, and it also serves as one means 
of gauging his progress. 
At the next lesson period with the teacher, the previous week's assignment 
is gone over rapidly, and then a new f:tep is taken in advance. 
The pupil is happy because his grade shows that he has achieved something: 
the teacher is happy because he shares in that achievement, and knows that he 
is giving value received , which others will recognize. And the parent is happy. 
because he see definite progress in his son or daughter, and realizes he is getting 
something for the money he is spending for education. 
T he use of a Printed T ext has still another advantage. When a Sherwood 
pupil moves from one part of the city to another, or from one community to 
another, he can continue his musical studies without retracing his steps and 
going over the same ground again, just as in his public school studies, because 
the same Printed Text is used as the basis of instruction everywhere. 
Of great importance is the fact that the pupil is embarked on a definite 
course of study which leads to a Diploma in a School of national reputation. 
He receives credits as he goes along, which become a permanent record in the 
School's fi les, and which represent definite achievements. When a fixed goal is 
in sight, it naturally serves as a spur to the ambition, and eliminates the hap-
hazard way of study which causes pupils to change from one teacher to another. 
The last few decades have been among the most amazing and progressive 
in the history of mankind. They have seen methods of living changed by the 
telephone, the phonograph, the automobile, the aeroplane, gigantic labor saving 
machinery, the radio, etc. There is no reason why music instruction should lag 
behind the general progress which has been made in every other field ; and the 
Sherwood Music School, in using a Printed Text as the basis of its teaching, 
in the Main School as well as in the Branches, is in line with the most up-to-date 
principles of pedagogy. 
CLASS INSTRUCTION 
(Class No. 1) Harmony 
The instruction given in this Class, begins with the most elementary 
subjects- intervals, chord formation, connection of triads - and progresses 
through harmonization of melodies and figured basses, the usc of seventh 
chords, chromatic chords, ninth chords, harmonic ornaments, and similar 
subjects, to the most advanced phases of harmony study. The student acquires 
not only the harmonic knowledge which is essential to analysis and apprecia-
tion, hut also the ability to clothe his original musical conceptions in interesting 
harmonic dress. 
(Class No. 2) History of Music 
The History of Music Course is very comprehensive, t rac ing the develop· 
ment of musical art from its beginning to the era of the modernists. It is also 
entertaining, because of the incidents, anecdotes, and "side-lights" that tinge 
it with romance. All the influences bearing upon the evolution of music are 
carefully studied. Besides providing a clear historical outline, the course brings 
to Jight many traditions that have practie<tl application to the interpretation 
of the music of different periods. 
(Class No. 3) Normal Course 
The Normal Course is devoted to an exhaustive study of the principles of 
musical pedagogy. Following are some of the important subjects covered: 
I . Awakening and ma intaining the interest o f the pupil. 
2. The relation of Eye Training and Ear Training to Sight-Reading 
3. Relaxation , Control and Flexibility as fundamental principles of 
technic, and the application of these principles to performance. 
4. The laws of Memory, with practical demonstrations. 
5. The Principles of Pedagogy, exemplifying the laws of Organiza· 
tion , Apperception and Prese ntation. 
Since the student in this Course has a definite printed text to refer to (for 
description of the printed text see pages 61-62), he is able to grasp, more in 
detail , the subject of each lesson, and through this text, and his note..'l on the 
lessons, can refresh his memory on these important details from time to tin1e. 
to time. 
All the subjects treated in the printed text are discussed, the lessons on 
any particular subject being taken collectively . Special lessons are given on 
teaching the text to little children. The correlation of the exercises, studies, 
and repertoire compositions with the theory lessons of the text, is illustrated, 
with special attention to the grading of pupils' work, and the teaching of 
theory and ear training, privately and in classes. The best methods of conduct· 
ing the examinations of the text are discussed, and the meaning of each question 
wi th the correct answer, is explained, wherever there is a need for it. 
Normal Course - Continued 
(Class No.3 - Continued) 
Teachers and students attending this Class, should bring with them all the 
examinations of the text , whether w ritten out or not, and any lessons, exer-
cises, studies or pieces on which they desire help. 
Candidates for the SHERWOOD M usiC SCHOOL T eacher's Certificate are 
required to take .this Normal Course; and teachers who feel that their measure 
of success is nut commensurate with their abi lity as musicians, would do well 
to register for it, even though they may fi nd it impossible to carry any other 
work at the School. 
The Course may be taken in private lessons, if preferred. 
(Class No. 4) Teaching Repertoire Class 
The subject of repertoire is one that concerns beginning and experienced 
teachers alike. With the beginning teacher, it is a question of getting 
acquainted, quickly, with a large amount of the best teaching literature. With 
the experienced teacher, it is a question of adding to the repertoire already 
acquired, of finding fresh, new, interesting material. The T eaching Repertoire 
Class covers a wide range of the best teaching compositions, including, par-
ticularly, the most modern . In addition, it shows how these pieces should be 
interpreted, how they should be presented, and just what part each should 
play in the musical development of the pupil. 
(Class No. 5) Counterpoint 
In harmony, the student works with chord formations and progressions. 
In counterpoint, he learns to combine, simultaneously sounding melodies. Begin· 
ning with simple two-part counterpoint, this course takes the student to the 
place where he can construct interesting three and four-part polyphonic inven· 
tions. A n understanding of counterpoint is necessary to interpretation, compo-
sition, analysis or appreciat ion. 
( Class ]\{o. 6) Ensemble Playing 
Members of the Ensemble Class, play concerted works (chamber music) , 
namely, COffiJXlSitions for violin and piano; violin, 'cello and piano; string 
quartet, etc.; and their work is discussed by the instructor. Short talks on the 
essent ial outlines of composition, sight~reading, expression, balance, intonation, 
tempo, and kindred subjects, occupy a portion of each session. Training in 
ensemble playing is necessary to the development of general musicianship. 
( Class No. 7) Analysis and Appreciation 
The intellectual appreciation of music, implies the ability to analyz:e it, 
at least to some extent; for appreciation means understanding. Different kinds 
uf compositions are constructed on different plans, employ different kinds of 
harmony, and, if for orchestra, utili~e the instruments in different ways. By 
analysis of these d ifferences, the student increases his understanding and his 
appreciat ion. 
The forms of all the familiar kinds of musical composition are dissected 
and explained. The radical differences, for instance, between a minuet and a 
rondo are made clear. T he contrasts, in style, between modern and old classical 
\.Vriters, are discussed and illustrated, and the salie.nt fea tures of different 
schools of composition thoroughly explained. 
T hese are, in brief, some of the subjects treated in the Analysis and A ppre-
ciation Class. 
(Class No. 8) Double Counterpoint, Canon and Fugue 
In Double Counterpoint, the student learns to write melodies which may 
be sounded simultaneously, blending into a beautiful polyphonic whole; and, 
further , which may be subjected to inversion and rearrangement. This is a 
technical ability especially necessary to composition in the higher forms. 
T he study of Double Counterpoint leads naturally into Canon and Fugue, 
both of which subjects arc treated thoroughly. Original examples are required 
throughout. 
(C lass No.9) Composition and Orchestration 
In this Class, the student brings his acquired harmonic and contrapuntal 
preparation to fruit, in original composition, in the fixed and free forms-sona· 
tinas, sonatas, themes with variations, rondos, etudes, preludes, fantasias, 
polonaises, and the like. The study of instrumentation is begun by making 
arrangements of simple compositions for small orchest ral combinations. 
(Class No . 10} Advanced Composition and O rchestration 
This Class represents an extension of, and t>lalx-1ration on, the subjects 
begun in Class N n. 9. Composition in the most difficult and involved forms 
is taken up ; and there is more extensive study of the principles of 
instrumentation. 
(C lass N o. 11) Advanced Composition and O rchest ration 
This C lass continues the work of C lasses 9 and 10. The scores of orches-
tral masterpieces are studied, for the light they cast on the technic of inst ru-
mental effects. T he tone color of the various orchestral instruments is studied, 
through demonstrations of the instruments. It should not be felt that these 
subjects are only for those who aspire to compose. They are equally valuable 
to any student who aspires to true musicianship, in the broad sense of the term. 
(C lass No. 12) Artists' Repertoire Class 
Students are called upon to presen t compositions which they have pre-
pared. These are followed by pract ical talks on the work of the pupils by the 
superintending teacher, who also discusses rhe technic of platform appearance 
The Class is designed to serve the following two im)Xlrtant purposes : 
1. To acquaint students with advanced musical literature. 
2. To develop self-con fidence and ea~e in public performance. 
The C lass is conducted in rotation by inst ructors who have had extensive 
concert experience. 
~~ 
( C lass No . 13} Ear Training and Sight-Singing 
This Class aims to develop a high degree of musicianship, including 
accuracy of pitch and rhythm, especially for vocal students. T he following 
subjects are t reated: 
Sca les - Chromatic, Diatonic, \Vhole·tone. 
Intervals and Rhythms- T heir combination into Melodies. 
Note : T he Classes following are not "required" in connection w1'th study for 
advanced credentials, but they are recommende d for inclusion in the courses 
of those students whose interests are in lin e with the specialized field s which 
t hey treat . 
( Class N o. 14} A ccompanying Class 
The accompanist must be familiar with vocal literature of all kinds, 
including the leading oratorios and operas, as well as the classical and modern 
songs, ballads and par t-songs, in English , French and German. He must , above 
all , be a good sight-reader, and have both natural and cultivated powers of 
inter pretation. H is keyboard technic must be heyond the average. 
The C lass in A ccompanying includes such topics as : 
l . Stage depo rt me nt. 
2. Artistic workin g o ut of acco mpan iment . 
j . Co-operation with moods of soloist. 
4. Early classical arias. 
5. W agner, W olf, Strauss, and the modernists. 
6 . Adaptation o f o rga n accompa ni ments to piano, and vice versa . 
The pupil is given opportunities to p lay accompaniments for the School 
Choruses, Orchestras and Recitals, and in the studios of the various voice and 
violin teachers, for pupils who are to appear in recitals. 
(Class No. 15) Church Music and Choir Conducting 
T his Course covers the organization of the choi r, the manner of conduct· 
ing the various rhythms, the blending of the voices to obtain correct tone, the 
use of dynamics, vocal attack, style and repertoire, A study is made of hymw 
tunes, w ith emphasis on their expression, according to the text. The appro· 
priate selection of anthems is discussed, and general ru les laid down for dis-
criminating between those more suitable for quar tet or for chorus, where any 
doubt could arise. Later , standard choral works are considered. The choice of 
sacred solos for church use, and their proper accompaniment, receives due 
attention. 
( Class No . 16) O rchest ra Conducting Class 
Students contemplating the conducting of theater, church or civic orches-
tras, as well as those already occupied with such work, will derive great benefit 
from this C lass. It is conducted in weekly OIAC·hour sessions, and includes the 
following subjects : 
l . O rga nizing an orche.o;tra. 
2. T he in.o;truments of the orchestra. 
3. General principles of conducting - use of baton ; tempi ; depo rt· 
ment; obta ining perfect ensemble. 
4. T he handling of Junior Orchestras in Schools, Sunda.y-Schools 
and club organizations. 
5. Ge neral principles of orchestration. 
6. A su rvey of symphonic literature. 
7. Accompanying soloists with orchestra. 
8. Ph rasi ng, style, interpretation, contrasts, dynamics, etc. 
9. Arranging large scores for small orchestras . 
I 0. T he correction of amateur orchestral scores. 
11. T he real expe ri ence of cond ucting put to practical te~ts hy mcm· 
hers of the Class . 
( C lass No. I 7 ) Opera Appreciation Class 
T his Class is given during the twelve-weeks' season of the Chicago Civic 
Opera Company, and is an invaluable aid to a thorough understanding and 
appreciation of opera. The Class meets once each week, and one of the most 
outstanding of the operas to be produced the following week is used as the 
basis for discussion. The most important arias ar:e sung; dramatic scenes are 
depicted; ensemble groups play excerpts from the music of the opera; the his-
tory of the opera and the biography of the composer are given. The Class is 
conducted by artists from the various Departments, in collaboration. 
cof~ 
ORIENT A TION LECT URES 
A series of free weekly Orientation Lectures is given during the first term 
of each year. These lectures are for the benefit of new advanced students, to 
enable them to become more quickly and agreeably adapted to their new 
environment, and to make the best use of its opportunities. Attendance is 
required from students working for credentials, but others are also welcome. 
The lectures are given on Thursday mornings of the first term of each 
School year, from 8:30 to 9:30, as fellows: 
I. W elcome Lecture : Introduction to Sherwood Traditions. 
A. J. Llewellyn 
2. History of the Sherwood Music School. Its Advantages and 
Opportunities. Walter Keller 
·'· Relation of the Students to the School, to their Teachers, and 
to one another. Will A. Harding 
4. Good Manners and Common Courtesy. 
Elizabeth Keller 
5. Taking Advantage of the City's Musical Activities. 
Tina Mae Haines 
6. The Music Student'5 Relation to Literature in Chicago. 
Sidney Silber 
7. The Music Student's Relation to Art in Chicago. 
A. J. Llewellyn 
8. Religion and the Music Student. 
Estelle A. Llewellyn 
9. The Music Student's Relation to Social Life in Chicago. 
Georgia Kober 
10. The Music Student's Relation to the Drama in Chicago. 
Luella Canterbury 
HOURS 
A.M. 
8-9 
9-10 
10-11 
11- 12 
P.M. 
12-1 
1-2 
4-) 
6-7 
7-8 
8-9 
MONDAY 
1 Composition and Orclies-
trat ion - Class No. 9 
Advanced Composition 
· and O rchestration -
Class No. 10 
Advanced Composition 
and Orchestration -
Class No. I I 
Private Lessons 
\ Double Counterpoint, Can-
on and Fugue - Class 
No. 8 
Private Lessons 
Ear - Training and Sight 
Singing - Class No. 13 
Private Lessons 
Private Lessons 
Pr ivate Lessons 
Private Lessons 
Private Lessons 
Sherwood Choral Society 
Rehearsal 
SCHEDULE 
T UESDAY 
"Private Lessons 
Harmony - Class No. I \ 
Public School M usic 
Counterpoint- C lass No.5 
Public School Music 
Public School Music 
T eaching Repertoire Class 
- Class N o.4 
Public School Music 
Public School Music 
Private Lessons 
Private Lessons 
Private Lessons 
P rivate Lessons 
Harmony - Class No. 
Counterpoint- Class No.) 
Private Lessons 
Pnv~~J 
Pnvate Lessons 
-----
Artist's Repertoire Clas.; 
- Class No. 12 
Private Lessons 
Private Lessons 
Private Lessons 
Private Lessons 
Private Lessons 
Private Lessons 
Private Lessons 
P rivate Lessons 
Private Lessons 
Private Lessons 
Evening classes in Harmony, History of Music, Normal, and Counter-
point, are given for the benefit of those who cannot attend the day classes. 
Private lesson appointments are also available in the evening. 
THURSDAY I SCHEDULE I FRIDAY SATURDAY h Composition and Orches~ Private Lessons P r ivate Lessons t ration - Class No. 9 
Advanced Composition H armony - Class No. Private Lessons ~ ~ -ID and Orchestration - Public School Music Class No. 10 
Normal Class -
Class .0.-3~-
Advanced Composition Counterpoint - Class Sherwood Glee Club 
and Orchestration - No. 5 Rehears~! 
Class No. I I 
History of Music_:: Public School Music 
Class No.2 
Analysis and Apprecia- Public School Music Shem'OOd Children's 
tion - Class No. 7 C horus Rehears~! 
Public School Music Ensemble Playing - Private Lessons 
Class No.6 
Public School Music 
Double Counterpoint, 
Canon and Fugue --
Public School Mtisic Private Lessons 
Class No.8 
Private Lessons Private Lessons Private Lessons 
Private Lessons Private Lessons P rivate Les_sons 
Private Lessons Junior Orchestra Private Lessons 
Rehearsal 
Teaching Repertoire Class Private Lessons Private Lessons 
- Class No.4 
Normal ClasS-
Class No. 3 
Harmony - Class N o. Private Lessons 
History of Music - Counterpoint - Class Private Lessons 
Class No. 2 No.5 
Private Lessons Sherwood Symphony Private Lessons 
Orchestra Rehearsal 
Periods for Classes Nos. 14 to 17 (see Pages 69 and 70) are arranged to 
suit the convenience of the students. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
SHERWOOD SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA is maintained by the School for the 
benefit of the advanced students of the String and Wind Instrument Depart~ 
ments. 
SHERWOOD juNIOR ORCHESTRA is maintained a S preparatory to this. Mem· 
bership in either is free. The best orchestral literature, both classical and 
modern, is studied, and thus the students are prepared to till profitable posi· 
tions in the professional orchestras of the city. Several public concerts are 
given each year. 
SHERWOOD CHORAL SociETY is maintained with the object of encouraging 
and cultivating choral singing, and of giving its members an intimate acquaint· 
ance with the best modern and classical choral literature. Membership is free 
to adult pupils of the School, but regular and prompt attendance at the 
weekly rehearsals is required. A concert is given by the Society at the close 
of each season. 
SHERWOOD CHILDREN's CHORUS trains children in sight~singing and 
choral work, preparing them for membership, later, in the larger choral bodies 
of the city. The greatest care is taken of the children's voices, and they are 
taught to breathe and sing correctly. There is no membership fee, the only 
requirement being regular attendance at rehearsals. All pupils of the School 
who are not more than fourteen years of age may enter. An important annual 
concert is given in Orchestra Hall , the proceeds of which are devoted to a 
children's charity. 
SHERWOOD GLEE CLUB is formed of the older and more experienced 
members of the Children's Chorus. The Glee Club participates in the annual 
concert of the Children's Chorus. 
SHERWOOD A CAPPELLA CHOIR, composed of carefully selected voices, 
under the conductorship of Tina Mae Haines, devotes itself to the study and 
production of the greatest choral masterpieces of all ages, from the time of 
Palestrina to the present. To those who wish to acquire the finest choral train, 
ing and experience, the A Cappella Choir is a rare advantage; :it is just as 
great an advantage to the entire student body because of the acquaintance 
with great choral literature which they may obtain by attending its programs. 
Membership is free. 
9~ 
GENERAL INFORMATION - Continued 
R ECIT AL A PPEARANCES are available for students of all grades in all 
Departments, as rapidly as they can prepare for them. Several programs are 
given each week in the Sherwood Recital Hall. In addition to these, the School 
gives frequent Radio Programs, in which students may participate. 
T EST R EH EARSALS are conducted for Junior and I ntermediate pupils who 
have numbers prepared for recitals. They are given a preliminary hearing 
before the Examiner of the School, and passed u"pon as to qualification for 
public appearance. This assists both the pupil and the teacher, as it is a greater 
incent ive to good work. 
RHo C H APTER OF P H I M u A LPHA, SINFONJA, a national musical frater~ 
nity, has its headquarters at the Sherwood M usic School, its secretary being 
Arthur \Vildman, of the Faculty. T he object of this fraternity, besides good 
fellowship, is the promotion of American music and the interests of American 
musicians. Many of Chicago's eminent musicians are associated with Rho 
Chapter, and every year a number of the students of the School are elected 
lo membership. 
C HI D ELTA SIGMA SoRORITY, located within the School, has for its objects 
the encouragement of a high grade of scholarship, and the promotion of sociabil-
tty among its members. There are three classes of members: A ctive, Associate 
and Honorary. The Active membership is selected from the young women 
studying in the School. Upon leaving, A ctive memberi enter the class of 
Associate M embers. 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
The Kober Scholarships 
There are ten of these Scholarships, consisting of $500 each. T he money 
was given by the late E. C . Travis of San Francisco, California, who wished 
the Scholarships to be known as the Kober Scholarships, in recognition of the 
" great talent and unswerving loyalt y of G eorgia Kober", the President of the 
School. They are awarded "at the discretion of the management to talented 
students, who have no other means of carrying on their musical education", 
and the object of the Scholarships is " to enable such students to carry their 
studies to a point where they will be self-supporting and a credit to the 
Sherwood Music School". 
Alunuti Scholarships 
These are Scholarships of $500 each, contributed by the Sherwood Music 
School Alumni A ssociation, and are awarded according to the discretion of 
the management. 
Partial Scholarships 
These Scholarships are given for two years. They are of the value of $100 
per year each, and entitle the successful candidate to a total credit of $200 in 
tuit ion fees in connection with a complete course of study at the Main School. 
They are granted to pupils of the Extension Branches who, at the end of the 
third grade of the Sherwood Standard Course, have passed the best exam ina· 
tions, and who are recommended by the local Affiliated T eacher ; and to other 
students, at the discretion of the ma nagement. Two hundred of these Scholar· 
ships are available for the coming year. 
Summary of Free Advantages 
C lasses in General Theory, Elementary H armony, Ear Training, etc. 
Orientation Lectures during the first term of each year. 
Recital and Radio Appearances. 
Faculty Recitals. 
Test Rehearsals for Junior and Intermediate Pupils 
Sherwood Symphony Orchestra. 
Sherwood Junior O rchestra. 
Sherwood Children's Chorus. 
Sherwood Glee C lub. 
Sherwood Choral Society. 
Scholarships. 
LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS 
In coming to the SHERWooD M usiC Sc HooL, you need fear no difficulty 
in getting good living accommodations at reasonable rates. T he School makes 
adequate arrangements in this respect , and gives all necessary assistance in 
getting you satisfactorily located. 
The Dormitory for W omen is located at 221 8 Orchard Street, in a quiet 
residential neighborhood, with excellent transportatiOn facilities. M rs. M. 
Egan is House M other . All the rooms are light, attractively furnished and 
well ventilated. Residence at the Dormitory is particularly recommended, not 
only because it provides the best living accommodations at a moderate rate, 
but also because of the homelike atmosphere and the congenial companionship 
of other students. 
Parents desiring to send their daughters to the School, may be sure that, 
in the Dormitory, under the care of the House Mother, they will receive thP 
same protection and sympathetic guidance they enjoy at home. 
Articles Required for Dormitory Residence 
( All plainly mar~ ed) 
Three each, hand and bath towels. 
T hree sheets. 
Two pillow slips. 
O ne blanket. 
T hree napkins, and napkin-ring. 
The rate for residence at the Dormitory is $12.5'0 per week, this including 
room and two meals a day- breakfast and evening dinner. 
For men students, and also for women students who prefer residence in 
private homes, the School has on file a large list of families offering good 
accommodations at rates averaging alx>ut the same as for Dormitory resi· 
dence. Very good accommodat ions can also be secured at the Eleanor Clubs, 
and at the Y. M. C. A. and Y. \V. C. A., for $8 per week and upward. 
Upon arrival in Chicago, students may take a Yellow T axi directly to the 
School (Fine Arts Building, 410 South Michigan A venue) for a nominal 
~ .. :harge; or if desired, a representative of the School will meet them at the 
station. Students who arrange for Dormitory residence should register at the 
School before goiog to the Dormitory. 
~~ 
GEORGIA Kosn. 
RATES OF TUITION 
Piano 
L e o PoDOLSK v 
Term of ten weeks, half·hour lessons, two lessons each week 
T erm of ten weeks, half·hour lessons, one lesson each week 
SIDNEY SiLBER 
Sl20.00 
60.00 
GEORGE R ALP K URTZ T HEODORA TROE NDLE 
Term o f ten weeks, half·hour lessons, two lessons each week 
Term of ten weeks, half·hour lessons, one lesson each week 
$ 100.00 
50.00 
ELIZABETH K ELLER EDWIN STANLEY SEDER 
Term o f ten weeks, half-hour lessons, two lessons each week 
T erm of ten weeks, half-ho ur lessons, one lesson each week 
$ 80.00 
40.00 
G.t::NJ.:VIEVE H ODAPP CHARLOTTe A . KooNs 
Term of ten weeks, half·hour lessons, two lessons each week 
Term of ten weeks, half·hour lessons, one lesson each week 
MILTON V. C ASH 
LEAH E LWARD 
KATHERINE TOWNSEND 
fRANCIS KEYSER 
T erm of ten weeks, half-hour lessons, two lessons each week 
Term of ten weeks, half-hour lessons, one lesson each week 
GLADYS ATKINSON 
H AZEL B ENTLEY 
WHITMP.R BYRNE 
ILA S. CARTER 
WINIFRED CLINE 
R UTH A. FRANZEN 
loviR }ONES 
}OH N KESSLER 
M. BEDE LEE 
ELIZABETH L OVEL L 
DwiGHT M ALSBARY 
ELOISE NOLT E 
ANNA GwtN PICKENS 
T erm of ten weeks, half·hour lessons, two lessons each week 
T erm of ten weeks, half· hour lessons, one lesson each week 
GRACI'. ABRAHAM 
GRACE ALLEN 
MARIE BOLYARD 
MYRA BROWN 
ELIZABETH CRATER 
CARRIE MA E D IGGS 
MARIE D ouGH ERTY 
L EWIS EASH 
THERESA EBERHART 
} EN NI T:: 
EMILY LILLIAN McARDLE 
G ENEVIEVE 
McGREEVY 
R UTH M ARE K 
MILDRED MARTIN 
E TH EL M ILLER 
E. NALBACH 
ROSE NEWMAN 
DoRIS PARK~ 
j EN N IE PARSON S 
B ESSIE PAYNE 
$ 60.00 
30.00 
IRENE LAMB K E YSI!R 
ARTH UR WILDMAN 
LOMA R OGERS 
$ 50.00 
25.00 
ST. ELMO S E LFRIDGE 
HELEN STAHLER 
ALMA STEGNER 
CoRA VROOM 
THELMA WHARTON 
s 40.00 
20.00 
GLADYS ROALSON 
H ARRIET R OSENFIELD 
TH EODORE SAUER 
BLOSSOM SEW ELL 
ALVERNA STETZLER 
MILDRED STUDEBAKER 
LORETTA. T ODD 
IRENE V OUGHT 
ELLA WARSKOW I'") 
i~~H~~~~~  ' C. EICH ELSDOERFER 
ENA EICHMAN 
R unY E. F ueRST 
M URIEL GALL 
LILLII'. GERNANO 
D OROTHY G IFFIN 
OPAL G ILL 
ADELLA GoEDERT 
LUHLA HAN SON 
AMY H EFNER 
GtADYS K EELING 
LILL V KINGST EDT 
FLORENCE LACART 
ANGELA. L EWIS 
) U NE LIGHTFOOT 
LOLA P H IFER 
TREVA ·RIC HARDSON 
E LIZABETH Z IEGLER 'J_. 
HE LE N Z IMMERMAN 
Term of ten weeks, half·hour lessons, two lessons each week 
Term of ten weeks, half·hour lessons, one lesson each week 
sf~ 
~ 
30.00 
15.00 
RATES OF TUITION - (Continued) 
Voice 
ftSP.. H ART H AN ARENDT f REN I'. PAVLOS KA 
T erm of ten weeks, half·hom lessons, two lessons each week 
T erm o f ten weeks, half-hour lessons, one lesson £:ach week 
CARLILE T uCKER ELBERT \ V H HLER 
T erm o f ten weeks. half·hour lessons, two lessons each week 
T erm of ten weeks. half·hour lessons, one lesson each week 
$120.00 
60.00 
$100.00 
50.00 
CARLETON CUMMINGS THIRZ .A. PARMENTER OuvER SMIT H 
T erm o f ten weeks, half-hour lessons. two lessons each week 
T erm of ten weeks, half-hour lessons, one lesson each week 
RAGNH ILD H. CoNGDON 
K ATH ERY N M cCORD 
NORA BAB iliTT H,.o.RS!t 
H E L EN LOUISE S H AFfER 
T erm of ten weeks, half·hour lessons, two lessons each week 
T erm of ten weeks, half·hour lessons, one lesson each week 
C O RN ELIA CoN RE Y 
L UCILLE L ONG 
loRET TA LIEDELL 
K AI DB V ERMOND 
T erm of ten weeks, half·hour lessons, two lessons each week 
T erm of ten weeks, hal f-hour lessons, one lesson each week 
Violin 
80.00 
40.00 
$ !0.00 
25.00 
40.00 
20.00 
fREDERIK FREDERIKSEN P. MARINUS PAULSEN 
T erm of ten weeks, half·hour lessons, two lessons each week 
Term of ten weeks, half·hour lessons, one lesson each week 
J-I ARR Y EDUARD M ILLER 
$ 100.00 
50.oo 
B ERNICE C ARL ELLER R t:ID WH ISLER 
Term of ten weeks, half-hour lessons, two lessons each week 
T erm of len weeks, half·hour lessons, o ne lesson each week 
Classes, ten weeks. o ne-hour lessons, one lesson each week 
Ev nvN ALLI!N 
CARL B LUM 
H OWARD CRESS 
EILEP.N EIC H E L.'5DOERFER 
LOUISE HARRIS 
LAWRENCE j ACOBSON 
E MMA SCH LISSM AN 
M ATISON V ROOM 
Term of ten weeks, half-hour lessons, two lessons each week 
Term of ten weeks, half-hour lessons, one lesson each week 
rJasses, tl":n weeks, one·hour lessons, one lesson each week 
Violoncello 
J ot-IN S T RNAD 
Term of ten weeks, half·hour lessons, t \VO lessons each week 
T erm of ten weeks, half·hour lessons, one lesson each week 
5o.oo 
25.00 
15.00 
40.00 
20.00 
15.00 
60.00 
JO.OO 
RATES OF TUITION- Continued 
Church Organ 
WALTER KELLER 
T erm of ten weeks, half-hour lessons, two lessons each week 
T erm of ten weeks, half-hour lessons, one lesson each week 
Classes, ten weeks, one-hour lessons, one lesson each week 
$ 120.00 
60.00 
2 5.00 
TIN A M AE H AINES E DWIN STA NLEY SEDER 
T erm of ten weeks, half-hour lessons, two lessons each week 
T erm of ten weeks, half-hour lessons, one lesson each week . . 
O rgan Practice periods - a ticket entitling holder to ten hours ( two· manual 
organ) . . . . . . . . . . . 
O rgan Practice periods - a ticket entitling holder to ten hours (four · manual 
organ) 
Theater Organ 
M ILDRED fiTZPATRIC K 
Term of ten weeks, onc·hour lessons, one lesson each week, with screen and 
operator when required . . . . . . . . . 
Term of ten weeks, half-hour lessons, one lesson each week, with screen and 
operator when required . . . . . . . . 
Classes, ten weeks, two-hour lessons, one lesson each week, with screen and 
op erator when required (four in class ) 
$[00.00 
50.00 
7.50 
12.50 
$ 120.00 
60.00 
60.00 
Rates of T uition for C lasses R equired in Courses of Study Leading to Advanced 
Credentials; and for Optional Classes 
(Rates fo r private im truction in a number of th e same subjects 
Clas-" No. arc quoted elsewhere. ) Hours 
(See Pages 63·68 ) T itle per W eek 
1 Harmony 2 
2 H istory of Music 1 
l Normal 1 
4 T eaching Repertoire 1 
5 ~~~~ 2 
6 Ensemble Playing 1 
7 Analysis and Appreciat ion I 
8 D ouble Counterpoint, Canon and Fugue . 2 
9 Composition and Orchestration 2 
I 0 Advanced Composition and O rchestration 2 
1 I Advanced Composition and O rchestration 2 
1 2 Artists' R epertoire I 
I 3 Ear Training and Sight-Singing 1 
14 Accompanying . . . 1 
1 5 Church Music and Choir Conducting 1 
16 Orchestra Conducting 
T o members o f Sherwood Orchest ra 
To non-members . . . 
17 Opera Appreciation (twelve weeb ) 
Rate 
per T erm 
$20.00 
5.00 
20 .00 
5.00 
20.00 
20.00 
5.00 
20.00 
20.00 
20 00 
20.00 
10.00 
5.00 
20 .00 
15.00 
5.00 
15.00 
10.00 
G en eral T h eory of Music Including Elementary Ear Training 
Cla~s lessons, one hour each week. Open to all students taking the Junior 
or Intermediate Courses in Piano, V iolin or Voice Free 
cof~ 
~ 
RATES OF TUITION - Continued 
Harmotty, Counterpoint 
Special Private Instruction 
WALTER K ELLER 
Term of ten weeks, half-hour lessOns, two les~ons each week 
Term of ten weeks, half·hour lessons, one lesson each week 
W I LL A. HARDING 
$ 80.00 
40.00 
(Mr. Harding's time is so fully occupied with the duties of the Examination 
Department, The Normal Piano D epartment, and the T eacher's T raining Classes among 
the Branches, that he is not taking private students in these subjects this year.) 
ELTZABEnf KELLER 
Term of ten weeks, half-hour lessons, two lessons each week 
T erm of ten weeks, half-hour lessons, one lesson each week 
$ 60.00 
JO.OO 
Double Counterpoint, Canon, Fugue, Composition, Orchestration 
Special Private Instruction 
WALTER KEL LER 
T erm of ten weeks, half-hour lessons, two lessons each week 
T erm of ten weeks, ha lf-hour lesso ns, one lesson each week 
Public School Music 
E u z.o\BP.TH ScHROCK. 
Regular Course, incl uding a ll classes listed under Requirements. Sec p:lges 
52· 54. T erm of ten weeks 
Special Private Instruction 
T erm of ten weeks, one· hour lessons, one lesson each week 
Normal 
Special Private Instruction 
W I L L A. fuRDING 
T erm of ten weeks, one· hour lessons, one lesson each wc.:=k 
Analysis and Appreciation 
History of Music 
Special Private Instruction 
TtNA MAE HAINES 
Term of ten weeks, one-hour lessons, one lesson each week 
$ 80.00 
40.00 
$ 60.00 
$ 60.00 
$ 80.00 
$ 80.00 
RATES OF TUITION- Continued 
Accompanying 
Special Private Instruction 
EDWIN STANLEY SEDER 
Term of ten weeks. one-hour lessons, one lesson each week 
Dramatic Art and Expression 
LV ELL:\ C ANTERBURY 
Term of ten weeks, half-hour lessons, two lessons each week 
Term of ten weeks, ha lf-hour lessons, one lesson each week 
Classes, ten Wt:eks, one-hou r lessons, one ] e..,~on each week 
L OU LA } AY SAMSON 
T erm of ten weeks, half- hour lessons, two lessons each week 
T erm of ten weeks, half-hour lessons, one lesson each week 
Cla~.<.e~. l en weeks, one-hour lessons, one lesson each week 
EULALlE ARMSTRONG 
GERTRUDE E. CLAUDY ELIZABHH SALA 
CHARLOTTE CROCKER MARGARET T u oMEY 
Term of ten weeks, half-hou r lessons, two lesso ns each week 
T erm of ten weeks, half-hour lessons, one l cs~on each week 
Classes, ten weeks, one-hour lesso ns, one lesson each week 
Dancing 
M AR ION PHILBRICK DoROTH Y Roi:I HINS 
T erm of ten weeks, half-hour lessons, two lessons each week 
Classes, ten weeks, one· hour lesso ns, one lesson each week 
Foreign Languages 
French, German, Italian, Spanish and Scandinavian 
j OSE C ASTRO LEON VALDEMAR PAULSEN 
Term of ten \>,;ceks, half·ho ur lessons, two lessons each week 
T erm of ten wee ks, half-hour lessons, one lesso n each week 
C lasses, ten weeks, onc·hour lessons, one lesson each week 
M. E. PERLF.Y 
$ 80.00 
80.00 
40.00 
20.00 
50.00 
25.00 
15.00 
$ 40.00 
20.00 
15.00 
$ 60 .00 
I 5.00 
30.00 
l5 .00 
1000 
RATES OF T U ITION- Continued 
H ERMAN CoLt!JTZ 
Flute and Piccolo 
W ELCOMI! KiRBY GEORG E SOELLER 
Term of ten weeks, half-hour lessons, two lessons each week 
Term of ten weeks, half-hour lessons, one lesson each week 
Clarinet aud Saxophone 
EARL COII.IBS M IL TO!\ B . COOt'ER 
Term of ten weeks, half-hour lessons, two lessons each week 
Term of ten weeks, half-hom· leswns, one lesson each week 
Comet and Trumpet 
EM IL H . K OPJ> 
T erm of ten weeks, half-hou r lessons, two lessons each week 
T erm of ten weeks, half-hour lessons. one lesson each week 
\ViLLIAM C'..oHOLAN 
Banjo 
Term of ten weeks, half-hour ]e;;sons, two lessons each week 
T erm of ten weeks, half·hour lessons, one lesson each week 
Drums, Xylophone, and T1·aps 
H AROLD BHet-1 
T erm of ten weeks, half-hour lessons, cwo lessons each week 
T erm of ten weeks, half-hour lessons, one lesson each week 
Orch estras 
P. MARINUS PAULSI!N 
Season Courses, open to all students in V iolin, 'Cello or W ind Instrument 
D epartments. Sherwood Symphony O rchestra, two hours per wet.k; 
50.00 
2!.00 
$ 50.00 
25.00 
50.00 
25.00 
10.00 
25.00 
50.00 
2 5.00 
Junior Orchestra, one hour per week Free 
Sherwood Choral Society, Glee Club 
aJ>d Children's Chorus of Chicago 
P. MARIN US PAULSF.N 
Se:1.wn Course, class lessons, one hour each week. Open to all students of 
the School Free 
Orientation Lectures 
One hour talks to New Advanc€d Students, one each week of First Term 
~jw 
·~ 
Free 
Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees 
Teacher's Certificate 
T eacher's Special Normal Certi fi cate ( Summer T erm} . 
Public School Music T eacher's Certificate 
Public School Music Supervisor's Diploma 
Graduate Diploma 
Postgraduate Diploma (Bachelor Degree) 
Postgraduate Diploma (Master Degree) 
CALENDAR FOR 1926-1927 
The regular School year consists of four terms of ten weeks each: 
First 7'enn 
T uesday, September 7, 1926, to Saturday, November 13, 1926. 
Second 'Term 
Monday, November I i, 1926, to Saturday, January 29, 1927. 
V acation 
T en Days, D ecember 24, 1926, to January 2, 1927. 
'Third 'Term 
Monday, January 31, 1927, to Saturday, A pril 9, 1927. 
Fourth 7" erm 
Monday, April 11, 1927, to Saturday, June 18, 1927. 
Summer Session 
15.00 
10 .00 
15.00 
25.00 
25.00 
25.00 
25.00 
Eight W eeks, Monday, June 20, 1927, to Saturday, August 13, 1927. 
RULES A ND REGULATIO NS 
Students are registered by the SHERWOOD M u SIC Sc HOOL only upon the 
understanding that they will conform to the following rules: 
R egistration. Students may register at any t ime, but are not accepted for 
less than one term. 
T uition. Tuition is payable by the term, strictly in advance, and is not 
subject to refund. 
Missed Lessons. In case of illness, and provided the School has been noti· 
fied, extension of time will be given so that private lessons missed on that 
account may be made up. Private lessons missed must be made up within the 
term. C lass lessons missed cannot be made up. 
T eaching outside of the School. No teacher is permitted to give lessons 
to any student away from the School, except by permission from the man· 
agemcnt. 
Punctuality at Lessons. Students must be prompt for- the lesson period in 
order to receive the full time allotted. 
~~ 
BRANCHES 
Affiliated Schools and Teachers 
(Alphabetically Arranged) 
ALABAMA 
B ESSEMER- Mildred Farr. 
BlHM I NG HAM- Elizabeth Buckshaw, ~1rs. 
\Vm. Gmsen, M yrtle Mae Jones, Berte R. 
Roger s. 
ULOUNTSVI LLE-Alta Finley. 
I-' LORENCE-Amelia fioJdie. 
l\10BIL8-Clara B. Evans. 
~fONROEVILLE-Sarah E. Demois . 
PRATT CITY- Mrs. E . D. Womack. 
ARIZONA 
DOUGLAS-Ida Hickman , A. ]. Pickcrin~;. 
PHOEN IX- Maude P ratt Cate, :\'I rs . A. G. 
H ulett, R\•th D . Smit h, Nellie S. T roll. 
ARKANSAS 
BENTONVILLE- Catherine Sma rtt T erry. 
H OT SPRINGS-}. R. Callahan . 
RATCLIFF- L ois L. Ferguson. 
WALNUT RIDGE- Mrs. H . W. Green . 
CALIFORN IA 
A LHAMBRA- Mildred M. Allum, ) I rs . E. L. 
H art, Clarcm:e D. Kellogg . 
ALTO LO~·IA-Mrs. E. E. Ramsell. 
A N A H E 1 M - Edna Hochuli, S tel la A. 
Schweutker . 
ARCADJA- Myrtle Knorr . 
.t\TASCADERO- Zella B . Williams, Lola Gwin 
Smale. 
BELL-Genevieve T . Stivers. 
BERKELEY- Eugcni •1 Lane. 
BIS HOP----Gertr ude H orner. 
BRAW L EY- M arie Bostwick, l\lr~. Add ie 1-ligh. 
BURLINGA~I E-Earl D illon. 
CLAREMO~T-Louise Stover. 
COM P TON- Urias Williams. 
CONCOR D- ElizalJcth lvey Br u heck. 
CORONADO-~I rs. ) . Wayne i'::lliott . 
DIN U BA- Mrs. l.ec J ackson Bowers , Helen A. 
De Yarmin. ::\1ay E igensatz F lower, 1!:-lsn.: 
Ha nnaford. 
r:AG L E ROCK C ITY- H. Leora J ohnstone. 
EL CAJ ON- Emma R. Sto\lgh. 
EJ. CE:-1T RO- Elmer A. Todd. 
E L MONTE- ;\I rs. J. A. Cawood. 
E LSINORE-Esthe r H odding. 
ET:-1A MJLI.S- IIcster "M. Go\·e. 
EX I: TER- Cal\'a ::Uarie S tuart. 
'FRESNO- M yra Aarestrup, Ella G. Bar ton. 
L illian Brandvig, M ary E. Geerts, Mildred 
Lee L ynch. 
FULLERTON- Clara NewcomlJ .<\..,kin, I Iden 
J ohnston. 
c; LI!:~?o~l~t-Jiic~cl~~~e 1~;~~m~~~\~c1?e1~~!~.~l1e 
~end. 
GLENDO I~A Phoebe 1-1. ApJlY. 
J-I AY'I-V.t\RD- Anna V. S taley. 
l!ER:MOSA BEAC H- F lorentine Sbw. 
H O L l.Y\VOOD- Glad ys T. Littell, Suzanm: 
{V~~kin~pear, Vida Reed Stone, Nancy 
H Ui\: TI NGTON PARK- Sylv ia S. Brownfield, 
Frederic Groton, Al ila T erwilliger. 
l NG L E WOOD- Colelle jocquard, Al ice Gray 
Padel. 
LA !·l A URA- Ethel B. Phillips. 
LO I>I Bl;Lllche K. Davies. 
LoN .. fLl!·E~;~::;;!t~~~~ ~s~nCWff~d"[N.ef;~~~ .Mrs. 
I.OS ANGELES-Ma ry Christine Albin, Bertha 
,1. Armst rong, Coral Atkins, Ramona Baker , 
l<aymond li . Bald win, Grace .M. Bishop, 
Mrs. 0 . R. Boyd , Ed ith L il lian Clark, E<lna 
~~0r~ld ~tss F~~n~·~c,CHJ~JJic )·~;~~c!;ngA~s~ 
l~razer. Fr ed A . Groves, Grace Gunniso11, 
J~avmond G. H and, Thelma C. J-lellems, Otto 
'1'. · 1-l irschler, Grace lnman, Leila Verucl 
Isbell, Stephanie .Frances ) ambon, M rs. 
Oliver Johnson, Albert Kirst , Alexande r 
,~2~~~o~,l;~.rsR~oCi.s t~~ki~.vA3:1:10o~~3~: 
t~l~t~~a~'ir' l~~~:n~~~1t~~ceE~~~1~~~D1~~;·lt 
Gilda Ma rchcui, D aisy Palmer !!,-Iauer, J . 
Fn111kli n N ewman, Ma y Orcutt, l~uth Tem 
~ha~~:enE_B .p~~!~~~~~11i/1L: 1iYd~ie;he~k 
Nellie Mac Schwankovsky, H oward D. Sell 
ers, T helma M. Street, Lou Etta Sutherland , 
~Lis~·\Jin£:~ee;,11£11,;.il"ts\v~kJ::, ~;~ltil~mF: 
\Votxlson, Fred S. Youngfelt. 
I.OS GATOS--Emily L. Baker. 
\ li•: HC ED- Dorothy Barney. 
M ODE ST O- Rachel Cottrell, Carrie B. Curtis. 
~l ORRO BA Y- 1-Iclen L. Elwell. 
l'I·IOU:-1TA IN VIEW- Mrs, .t\lfred Bernard , 
J\laud R inaman. 
NAP A- Gertrude K Lamdin. 
OAKI .ANO- i\l ahel Viola Asprooth, Ida May 
~t,::w~m~;~Y;!~~~ f:\:~u~~~YI.gl~~~,ia:\V~in~: 
Van Buren. 
OCEAXSI DE-I na Belle Jolley. 
ORANGE- Lela May Heil. 
O ROVILLE- Charlotte Huntley F oster, M arie 
Obo::nchain, Ada J ordan P ray. 
cof~ ~ 
BRANCHES 
A ffiliated Schools and T eachcrs 
(Alphal:-etica ll y Arranged) 
CALIFORNJ A - Continued 
l't\ 1.0 .t\I.TO - E iho i\b y .<\dnrm; , :O.Iilolno•l 
Frane<:s Kennerly. Grace l saloelle Osmon~ou , 
Kathryn D. Stewart . 
l'.t\ St\DE NA- R ita B. Acknman. i\l ihlrc•l V , 
A lle n, Marion 1f. Ande rson, Alice Coleman 
Batchelder , i\l rs. ll cnly Bussing. 'l y ra I. 
ll ust<-"(1 , :Morton F. ) Jason, .\lr~ . (;t:oTJ{<: 
A r thm· ).Jonimer, Harold P ortr·r Smvth . 
Olga E. Stallfort. -
P ASO R O BLES- J.allah Fulton. 
P ITTSBURG- -::\fn. C. T. Rouncr. 
POMONA-Ethel S . B resnahan. 
RAMONA- - i\irs . Alice Anderson. 
R EDLANDS- Alice M. Gibson, :Monica Tin~; 
\\' eaver. 
RJ.: DWOOD CTTY-~I rs. C. 0. Be11tlcy. 
RIC Hl\tOND- 1\f ary May Klcinkauf. 
RIVERSIDE-Florence E . l.orbccr. F lorence 
Nor len, Minnietta Buchner Porter. 
SAN ANSE LMO- Velma W a lder. 
S AN DIEGO-Leila Black, Flore nce M. Hra!l-
ley, Eva N . Groves, Maud Holcom h L yd ick, 
H elen i\f. Perlatt i, "Mrs. II. \\'. Shanu;~n, 
Doris l\L Stanley, N ora Truax. 
S AN D IMA S-Dolores Cassel. 
S AN F RA NCI SCO-Mabel S. l\ leyer!!. E velyn 
Sresovich \\' arc, E~ther M. Widing. 
S AN J OSE-Elizabeth P\1gh. 
S AN LORENZO-Mrs. 1\1. H. Schermerhorn. 
S AN MATEO- N. M. Ryley , Anna Van Va lin. 
S AN PEDR O- Maurice T. Koehler. 
S ANTA ANA- Fredda :Moesser Barger. Daisy 
Austin :Marsden, E mma C. Moore, Leonora 
Tompkins. 
S ANTA BARBARA- Ca roline K. Dm1shcc , 
P earl A. Merrill. 
S ANTA CRUZ- Mary L. Perkins, H ope H . 
Swinfo rd. 
SANTA MONICA- H . Anson Clapperton . Gret· 
chen Rebok GripP., H ugo Sche rzer, J oseph 
E llis Smith, Luc1lle Croft Tackley. 
SANTA PAULA- Alice llah:. 
S E LMA- Mrs. A lbert F . Brown. 
SOUTH PASADENA- Alma D. T erry, IT ilrla 
Willoughby W olf. 
STOCKTON- ]. E. Fuerbriuger , Mary Evalyn 
Knox, Cora ll. M eyers. 
UPLAND-Mr~. \V. \V. Duncanson, Bt' rtha C. 
Palmer. 
VALLEJO- Bess ie N . Butle r. 
VAN NUYS- Edna Thompson. 
VENICE-Minnie Eastman. 
V I SALI A- Lilian Hinn1a1L 
\VHITTIER-Lulu Goodlander Cunn ingham. 
Lou ise '"7, H armon, Clara B. Saxman. 
CANADA 
( lNTA I~I.O-Dm·is Kuight. 
WlNNIPEG-::\I"r~. E. C. W ieneke. 
COLORADO 
A I.A l\IOSA- Giadys I f den H ood. 
A I~ YADA-"1\faude lleH)!lcy. 
HOULDER- Eugenie E . Mac:\llistel', llar r iel 
L. :McCt1skey. 
CA NON CITY-J ulia Newell ChapJie\1, Rober t 
Lithgow Dick, M rs . A. Hoffman, ~l artha 
Louise Logan . Phena l\Iae Moyie, /1:1Zcl 
Holman Reiter, Heleu S . Wilson. 
CO LO RADO SPRINGS- llcryl Griswold, E. 
D. H ale, 
D EN'\"ER - Anna H. Alexander, H ermanna J . 
H~gler. Ada R. Bloedorn, Mabel Braid wood . 
~~~ar~h~J~1FI~~k,11'SY~~inA~e rEsn~~~'i<~~~~: 
A. R. Pollock J ackson, Mrs. E . P . Kle in . 
Sarah Layne, Miriam Grant Lindee. !\l a rv 
J ane i\leyers, Mrs. \V. J. Shaffer, }'ranee:~ 
Staton, Ch<trlottc Pallat Vair, Clara \Voeber. 
EATO~-Cora Flem ing. 
C I~AND JUNCTION- El izabeth Olin. 
G R EELEY-:M rs. Laurence M. Thompson. 
LOi\'G::\IONT-De~~ic Bennewitz, M rs . Monroe 
;\ la r klcy. 
I.OVELAN D- Lillian 1\ l ontro~e G rahame. 
) I AI<ULE-E1•elyn Engla nd. 
I' IJ EBLO- J eannic J\laeGregor RettOcrg, Mrs. 
n oger \Vheldon. 
S A LrDA- J ames S . l~amey. 
STE RI, l NG - Anna B. l.yman. 
TRI N I DAD- I.a ura Tic heuor Beaver. 
\\'A LSEN DL." RG- Caroline Ottilie Sporlsrier. 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
\\'ASH lN(;TON - Lois .E. Hicks, """"Y 
Ro~.ocn.~ . 
FLORIDA 
DE F t; X l.A K SPI{lNGS- - Sara E. Dennis. 
S T . PETERSBUilG- D oris t:as tman. 
St\N I''O nD- Etho Allingham. 
TA:\IPA-~I amie Costc\ia Dawson . Rut h Du 
l'uy, Hulda Kreht"r, Thelma Dorris Mote. 
GEORGIA 
ALBA XY- Carrie Shook, Mer tie ill . Whiting. 
A l\1 ER I C US- Ka te Land. 
ATLA K TA- Kate Bla tterman. E s te lle llradlev 
l:illie p . C~ldwell , _1\ nnie May Ca rroi!: 
f- thc\ E. Da n _s, .:I.Iernll Hutchinson, E velyn 
J acks.on, Jcss1c Dal'enport -J ones, Fran<:es 
H . Stoval!, Flo rence \Vatson. Ruth \Vee 
gand, Elm1ra Grow \Vood. 
BRANCH ES 
Affiliated Schools and T cachcrs 
(Alphabetically Arranged) 
GEORGIA - Continued 
BLAKELY--Annie V . \Vom;~ck. 
C EIJJ\ IO 'OWN- Helen Purks. 
COI.L:~IBUS-l\Irs. r~. V. Anclcr."cm. 
CORDELE- "'[rs. A. J. Comer. )lr.s. Tho111as 
Thompson. 
DI~CATL"R-:i\lartha Ll uclsou . 
DUUI.J~-Grace Cowart. ·). r rs. Gco r):c 1 .. Nowe. 
G l~l FFJ~-- 1'\'l::tti~: Sherwood. 
LA (iHA:\GE- \ 'io lot ~lurks . Mr-.\\'. IC CamJJ· 
l.oell, }ea1m ettc \\'ilhoite. 
~l ACON-Kate llcndcrson. l\lariann~· J .. ues, 
Mrs. W. 0 . Reeves. Mrs. \V. W. Solomon. 
).IA RS HAI. I.VILLE- Mary ll. Ha!.lwin. 
PI.AI NS- Bcrta \\'ill C lark. 
ROl\1 E--Amelia C. Berry, C.corgia W or t!. 
TI!Ol\:I J\ SV U.l.f<:·- Eioise Greer. :\l a r v B. l iar-
rison. t:-: thcl D. Sill'a. · 
\V ASJ-Il~GTON-Gert rtu.h: Barnett. 
HAWAII 
110!\0J.L" LU - Mrs. N'. A .. ltmes. 
IDAHO 
BOISE--llcrnicc I I ill. 
\\' A I.LACJ<.:-Hcn:\ 1\lbinola. Ellen W . Cummins. 
ILLINOIS 
A I{LINGTON IIE.I GII T S Celia A. llamam. 
ARROWS MlTH - Ethcl K. \\' heeler. 
ARTH UR- ?.Iargan:t C. Kno!.loeh, Floreuce 
\V iuings. 
ATI-IENS- H arrieu S win.::lt:. 
ATLANTA-Mi~s H arville Crandall. 
~\URORA-Aiice D. \Ve rnit::ke. 
BAT A VIA- Ralph Norman Peterson. 
BE LV I DERE-Alma Aline O lsou. 
BER\VYN--Anua Tomlinson Boyd, i\l ar y Rives 
Brown, M r ,.. Gladys Colcma u. _\i;ttali c" 
Kas tel, Lenore Oglesbee. .\lary Ellen 
T opping. 
BLOOMINGTO~-Vera P earl Kett'll, 1\l:thd 
D. Orendorff. Edna Fern Otto, ).label Pit-
ney, Mahel J ones Pitts , liermann Schwie-
mann, Clara B. \Vilson. 
CARM I- Ethel ~!organ Stokes. 
CHl CAGO- (Scc Page 4). 
C HICAGO HEIGHTS- Lulu Fleming. 
C HILLICOTHE-Mabel Tawnley. 
CI CERO- Jessie B . R ohinson, Anna S t raka. 
CL INTON- Mrs. S. A . H anllllOml. fngeborg 
Lund, Mrs. J, \V. P e rry man. 
COLFAX- Cleo Fern Ritchie. 
DANVERS- Florence Kinsinger. 
DA:iVI LLE-Agnes D . McClure, Fern Reed. 
DE KAI.8- 1Jurdell W hitford. 
DELAVA~-.'-\nu ie Lawtou. 
DES PLA INES- Alma E. GL-;tm l,auer . 
DE WITT- Aha E. Laffert y. 
DIXO~-Fr:tnc~:s Ackert. 
DOWNERS finOV E-Geraldi11c Lacer. 
1)0\VNS- l\'irs. F.. C. W illiams. 
E LGl~;k~Ir£1iz~beth A. Jot;~lsk~:~~~- R ~~~hycl~;iffo~~~ 
!'reston , Annie \V. Rowland, Sadie Stuart. 
ET. PASO-- J osephine E . ~lichels. 
FL\ 1 nF\ El .O- Lila StoLLClllctz. 
FI{I•:I~PORT-Fioreuce Griswold. l ••a Swingley 
\\' hea t. 
GENEVA- Elsie F orest Earley. 
GIBS ON CITY-Zelah Nc11'comb. 
GLE!IOCOJ<::- Ethcl M. Parry. 
TliLLSBORO- -Mvrtie S. ColviJL, :\la\>('1 I. l~ohbins. Ida Truitt. 
HOLLYWOOD- ).f rs. W. C. Overholt. 
I RVI NG- Ethel Stump Neisler. 
JO LI ET- Isabel V . Hill. 
KAN KL\KJ<:E- Eileeu Hostdlcr, Alta Shrrffier . 
K I~WANEE-Lillie E. Anderson, ).Irs. H. J. 
Brynilds, Dagny J oh nson. 
LA SALL E- Hugh C. P rice. 
T.EE-Hdma Eden. 
!.ELAND- Ruby A . Hanson. 
LOCKPORT- Mrs. S. J . G11 ius. 
~I ACOi\l ll-Mrs. Jr. H. Harris. 
)._[ALTA- Cora Wilson. 
~ I J\I~SEILLES-).J rs. A. 1-1 . Simmo11~. 
:\J AY WOOD- Carrie 1:-:. Beech. 
11 l~XDOTA-Cii!ra L. Reul. 
).J lLLI:\"GTON- H azel Small. 
\IOMENCE- Uer tha A. Durham. 
)'fOKTlCELLO- Amy H efner. 
"'IT. CARi\I£1.--).I iss E. Keueipp. 
NEWARK- Mary S. F reeman, ~lim< Ruth 
h:oska, Emma M ath re, Jul ia Severtson. 
XORWOOD PARK-Homer Cholvin. 
OGLES BY- :\Irs. }. R. Bent. 
OT TAWA- }1-Iyr tle Bernetta Foxford, Eliza!.eth 
~~~CC~'Pai~~!~; ~~~~~~n{V\ri!aL:,i~:~r !\i;~j: 
l~:ge, Anna \\'eeks P orter, Emma Rehecca 
Ro rem . 
P.A:\TON- Anna Ltmdeen. 
I'ECATOKICA- Anna Doty. 
Pt:-:ORTA-~Iiss C. E. Burkha lter, Clara E. 
Doyle, ) l arguerite t: ,·ans, Ella fben, ~[ary 
Macmillan. 
POLO- Jna C. Reed. 
PI~ I NCETOX- Vinnie Pauline Thompson. 
BRANCHES 
Affiliated Schools and Teachers 
(Alphabeticall y Arranged) 
ILLINOIS - Continued 
RJ V ER S l DE-Gladys Muriel Cameron, Syh •ia 
K onvalinka, Evelyn C..:arana L arson . 
ROCHELLE-Ethel Hoon, Lillian Menz, Lil· 
!ian Sla\1ghtcr. 
ROCKFORD- Sigrid T. Anderson, Anuis Bax 
ter Smith, M rs. A. D . Bodfors, Margaret 
D yer, Mary Carolyn Gentzborn, Haz~l ). 
Leeds, Ethcllyn Ruth Pahaly, Mrs. Frank 
M. Seager. 
ROCK I SLAND-Frank Frei~tat, Olga Junge. 
ROSCOE- Alia Sammons. 
S T. CH ARLES- Eva Hunt Lacy. 
S A N JOSE-Alma Adolph. 
SEWAI~D-Stena Jansen. 
SENECA- Emma C. Stephens. 
S ERENA- JTam1ah 1\1 . Ness. 
S l-ti<.:R IDAN- F lorcnce Lacart. 
SPRI NGFIEL D- Helen Nettleton . 
STAUNTON- Doris 1. l'nrdy. 
STREAT OR- Louise Castelli, ~frs. C. D. 
Huckson. 
SYCAMORE-tfr~. Fred Meyns. J r . 
TOULON- Mrs.]. L. Jarhoe. 
\ VATERMAN-Ivy Fearon Camrou, Bu rdell 
Whitford. 
WAUKEGAN- Mary H . Love. 
WOODSTOCK- Mrs. E. E. Bokemeier , Mn. 
\.Yilliam Charles, Vera Hugl1eS, Carr ie 
Lawson. 
YORKVJLI.E--Julia Knudson. 
ZfON- I na H. Simmons. 
INDIANA 
A L EXANDRIA- Ceo. E. Payson. 
ATTICA- Mrs. M. L. Clow. 
BLUFFTO N- Anna},[. Effinger . 
BRIMFIELD-). E. McMeans. 
CHES TERTON - Marie Hjelm, I rma M . 
Stephens. 
COLUM BUS-Imogene Ault, Leona R. Me. 
C lintic, Bertha May Setser, Mary Alice 
Snyder, Nellie Spa1·ks, Mabel Tillman 
Suverkr up. 
COVI NGTON- Lola Beck, Edna Gentry Snyder . 
CRA WFORDSV J LLF..-Emily Schlen1mer. 
CROTH ERSVILLE-Lucy M. Ritz. 
C ROWN P OINT- Nettie B arman. 
CULVER- Beatrice I rene Goss. 
CYNTHIANA- Fern M cE lroy. 
DANVILLE- Fern Reed. 
EAS T CHICAGO- Nellie Spa r ks M uha, Lucille 
Rhea. 
ED-IN BURG- Vera :Moore. 
ELKHART-Susan Brennan, Ella De Camp, 
Mrs. Fern Gertrude George. 
EVANSVILLE- Glennie Barr, O tto P . Seh witz, 
Albert F oste r Smith. 
FT. WAYNE-E. ] . Germ~mn. 
FRANKTON- Robert W . Birt. 
GARRETT- Zulah Thnmma. 
GARY-Helen M. Borma11, Je~sic Edward~ 
Carlherg, Mary S. B. Dickson, Tessa W hit· 
ney Eason, 1lr~. l\Iary A . Klu mpner, Edna 
M. Kyle. 
GAS ClTV- Lonise l\1attax Lynch. 
GOSHEN- Elma M. Long, Aleta M. Steinm~tz. 
GREENCASTLE- Mrs. ~1. M. Kimball. 
HAMMOND- Mabel Marie Byrnes. 
II ARTI"Of{]) C IT Y- Marie Llreta K rohn. 
HOBA in-Elbcrt N . Hiplcy. 
INDIANAPOLIS- Geneva M. Boettcher, Anna 
Jane Denney, Lillian C. Greene, M ary 
Irene l larter, Mabelle llendleman, l .ouise 
Nixon Huff, Indiana Centra l Uni\lersity, 
I ndiana College of 1\h1Sio;: a nd Fiue J\ rts. 
B.,r tha Jasper, M ayme -Re ide J ulian, Mrs. 
Paul L. Kelly, Flora li:thcl Lyons, Arthur 
G. Monninger, Muriel Payne, Marif3rct 
Elenore Rasbach. Edna S himer, Corrine 
\Vilson, Zillah \\'orth. 
KOK0.'-.:10- Ethd Alexander, Mrs . C. H . B rown, 
Fred Gaylord Cline, \lrs. F rede r ick l-Ien· 
derson, :\1 rs. Elmer L. Neshitt , 1\hs. l>:d 
ward Penn, Merle S . Heed, Irene Shawha·n. 
LA FONTAINE-~frs. C. G. Smallwood. 
LA POI~TI>:-Marie Henry. 
l .A\VR E NCE BU RG-Cecil T.ancaster. 
LEBANON- Thyrza M cKinley. 
LOW ELL-Nora L. Pattee. 
:\IARION- ]1-Iary E lliott, H azel Meyers Tacuh9, 
Lulu J . Mahaffey, Aimee l~eardon. · 
MIC HIGAN CITY- Helen !-.1. Kramer. 
NAPPANEE-Cora S tuckman. 
N EW ALBANY-Amalie H. Scharf, Maude E. 
Thomas. 
NEWCAST L E-Donald E. Roge rs, 
P E RU- Caroline E. H iner. 
PLAI NFIELD- Helen Caroline Bridges. 
PLYM 0 UTH- Dollie E. B urgener. I .yla Over · 
myer. 
RI C HMOND- Mildred Schalk. 
RO AC H DALE-Effie H arshlmrger. 
R OC ll ESTI.:R- Lueret ia !{ea. 
l~USSIA VII . I. F.-Ciara La Mar. 
SEYMOCR- Emilie R. B rand, K. H oJ>e Bon· 
ham Mitchell. 
SOU TH B END- Ruth B. Grove. Dora Ilt~r· 
shenow, Ruth Kise, Theophila 1\fakidski, 
Mildred l\Iiller , Ot illa 1\[yers, Eleanor 
Roesener, Helen Schlegel, Bernice A 
Simpson, South Bend Conservator y, Caro· 
line A. Walbridge. 
BRANCHES 
Affiliated Schools and Teachers 
(Alphabetically Arranged) 
INDIANA - Continued 
SYRACUSE-Mrs. H. D . Cress. 
U P L A N D- A . V. W est lake. 
VALPARAISO- E. W. Chaffee, Cecile B. 
?1-larimon. 
\VAJJASH- Joscphinc Alexande r , France~ Hay-
don. 
WARREN--P earl Smith. 
WARSA\V- Mrs. Oscar M. Baker. 
Wr-1 l T l NG- Willmr L, Gough. 
IOWA 
A N A'MOSA--Florence L. Hale. 
ATLA NTIC- 1\{arie Cavanaugh. 
IJ URLINGTON- Helen H. Pearson. 
CI!:D.I\R FAL L S- A nne Lu.lcman. 
CEDAR RAPIDS- l\farie l\1. Lyon, 1\l•·s. L. 
Rober s ton. 
CHARITON- Mrs. Fred D. P eterson. 
C H U RDAN- M ary B. Perkins. 
CLARION- Mrs. W. D. Pardun. 
C I~ESCO--Berenice E. Laidlaw. 
CRESTON-Dove lone Boyer, E vangeline \Val-
lace. 
DAVENPORT- Gert rude B ranigan, 1\I;1ud 
\Vettsttin. 
D ES MOINES-Eme~t F eicht infler, Agnes V. 
~~~~i~ ~~crfi: ~~::~ ~- ~~;·:~\ri ~~~~r.l\1. P ratt, 
ELKADE R- Ella E . Wilke. 
GL E NW OO D- i\f rs. S. "?.!. C riswell, 1\l rs. R. 
E. Humphrey. 
G RUNDY CE NTER- Charles G. W alker. 
!lAM PTON- Jacqueline Etter. 
B ·I OGENE- E va Allshaus . 
IOW A FALLS- Florence l\1. Foster. 
KEOKUK- .'\Icta Klt:idasch. 
MARION - La Verne M . Crew. 
MARSHALLTOWN- Marjorie Busch, !.ouise 
Clemeus, Effie Donnellson, Ruth Eichorn, 
Car r ie D. P im1eo, A nna J . Souku p. 
M ELBOU llNE-Cicmma \Vinslow H amler . 
MI SSOURI VALLEY- Mrs. Guy R. Smith. 
MT. PL E A S ANT- M rs. Cornelia N ixon, 
llbnchc Thorson. 
M USCATINE-Alice Chase, Eda Cecile Critz, 
Grace G. Harper , H azel Keath, H azclle 
:McCullc)', Mrs. Fred Satterthwa ite, Nora 
Schweitzer, Daisy .M. W ilvert, 
KEV.A 01\ - Eva V. Ku rtz. 
N Jo: W H A).I PTON- Mrs. Frank]. Rcborst. 
NI C H O LS-Mrs. \ \'alter Elder. 
OSAGE.-Pcrna Miner W h itney. 
PERHY- Ruth Malay. 
RED OAK- E va Kcrrihard. Mahelle Reiners. 
S IIENANDOA II- 1\I ay Whitney F a ruham, M rs. 
B. B. H oldridge. 
SIO U X C ITY- Louis Gilbert Piaggi, Pea rl G. 
Van Pelt. 
WATERLOO- Adelaide E. Altland, Neva W . 
~~~~-~~.th£l i~~r~1hKy~g~;. Manz, C. Albert 
WEST U~IO~-Sarah E. H obson. 
WIL T OX 1 UNCTION- Mallei Deweese. 
KANSAS 
CONCORDIA- Elizabeth O'Rcillv, Myrtle 
Spicher. · 
EYEl~SET-Mamie 0 . 'Madsen. 
G LA SCO-- Anna Olson. 
IIUNN E W E LL-J . lL Callahan. 
.MELY Eil N- M rs. Frcdd Jm!(i. 
PITTS BURG- Nora Neal. 
SA 1. 1 N A- Florence K irtlaJH!. 
KENT UCKY 
CENTRAL ClTY- !\Irs. Lula Boyer, Al atti,. C. 
Ednmnds . 
1-I A I~RODSBURG-Ida Hena Van Diver, ~1ay 
\Vilmore. 
H OPKI K SVILLE-Katharine C. Follansby. 
LAWnENCEBURG- Lcna Fra~ier. 
LEXINGTON- H elen M . Hair. 
LOUISYILLE-Mar~arct McLeish, Nellie fool . 
Meyer, L\ICile Reddick, Floss ie Robhins. 
Sarah E. Seng, Anna M. Schmidt, Karl 
Schmidt, Louis Staebler. 
O W ENS ll0 1{0- Mrs. S . A. Burns, Amy 
H aberer, M rs. Nester Howard. Olivia 
St\1art. Ida \Vhitaker, Mrs. A . D. \Vhite. 
SEBREE- Lucy Sellers. 
W INCHESTER- Mrs. F red Broadhurst. 
LOUISIANA 
J[Q).fER- Lola W . O 'Fcrrall. 
MINDEK- T.avinia Shea ly. 
NEW OR LEANS- K ath ryn D ykers, Mrs. K. 
C. T rauth. 
RUST O N- May Meadows. 
MARYLAND 
B ITTI NG ER- Lucy M. Campbell. 
CU M B I~RLANO-Vera Beckman. Alice Louis~ 
Mecusker, 1.. Marguerite Witwer. 
F ROST LI U RG- Agnc::. V ic toria Ruge, Joseph 
W illiams. 
G RANTVILLE-Beulah Engle. 
HAGERST O W N- R oy A. McMichael. 
MICHIGAN 
A DRIAN- A nna M. A rnot , Rt~th H oad ley, 
Maude Metcalf, Irene E. Murphy, Mae 
Louise Wright. 
BRANCH ES 
Affiliated Schools and T eachers 
( Alphabet ically Arranged) 
MICHIGAN- Continued 
ALDTON-Mr~. 1.. E. Stewart. Jennie A . 
\Vorthington. 
AI . J.F:GA N- Edna P hilley. 
AL MA- Mi m1 ie M . Gn:c:n. 
ANN ARBO R- Ber tha ~l or riil<lll, ) Jrs. Oscar J, 
P eterson. 
BANGOR- Thelma Oell Doxta tor. 
BATTLE CR E EK- Olin • A. Bodine. Le tt ie 
~r::~'~{' ~~c~}~~~~~~ '~[~~-~- ~:otJISa~l~~:ston , 
B E:AR LAKE--H elen Fish. 
RELL EVUE-11ary Lucille H olman. 
BENT ON HARBQ R- Olh·e J larwood. 
Hl.lSSFJELD- M rs. Anson Dickinson, Ara -
bella Collins Porter, Alma Tagsold . 
BRITTON- Carmen Gobha Brown. 
BYRON- Alberta Prouty. 
CAD lLLAC- F. J. Hadey. 
CAR O- F rank Campbell. 
CASSO P O L lS- Mabel Sandcrsou, Mahel 
S pringsteen. 
C LLO- J . C. l'eters. 
CO L DWATER- Lillian Harkness. 
CO NSTA NTfN E- Juan ita Uycroft, Vem a Bris-
tol Ha r rison. 
C RYST AL FALLS- Hilda Luoma. 
DECAT UR- A ileen Bennett. Mary A. Foulke. 
D ETHOIT- Grace V. Ashdown, Mrs. V.' m. 
Baker, Mrs. 0. M. Bedford, E lsa Bock, 
Agnes D. J)ridgm;tn , Hugo llt1rger, Veda 
R. B urt, Florence Carroll , W illiam Fish-
wick, Adah Hemenway, H arriett Holmes, 
f~~~~i: c.oTI~~~~- kr~Ua~~)~ee,T~e~~hite1 >E~ 
O'Kroy, Mr11. Alhert S harJI, 1-lazcl Haskin 
~J:;!~~ · tiar~- l~cn~{~a~~l'ro~~ed(!~~~le;oe;~: 
\Vuerth. 
DOUGLAS-M. Lenore Spencer. 
FAli{GROVE-!\-Tay T. Cornell. 
F LJ KT- H elen lloyd . Lloyd Cady, Helen Gra-
ha m, \Vay ne A. P atterson, Henrien a 
Stryker. 
F REMONT- H arriet Wilkins. 
G HAN D HAVEN- lula C. Emery, Jeannette 
Pofahl. 
G HANO RAP IDS- Luci le Vielkind. 
HARTFORD- Mamie Howes. 
HASTINGS- M rs. l. J. Smith. 
Hlil~~~~c:i~~ kde·;~ \'C(}~?~• · .\!~~~~~ F1;~~~~~~;:~ 
Snyders, Nellie C. Taylor, Velma Tavlor. 
IRON MOUNTAIN- Edith Pohja. . 
IRONWOOD- Edwina Kellenl)el-ger, Ravenna 
W r ight. 
JAC~~a~l~;;}~~td~ M~=~elliihe~?: ~~~~~1~11, 1~h~; 
A. R ath, Laura Raudall Yoke. · 
KA I.AMAZOO- l\la rgarcl B . Cobb, France' 
Leaven~;, Victoria ~lcLaughl in , ~I rs. \\'alter 
Fair Pcarso11. 
l.ANS ING- Ddla B. Guenther. 
:\I ANI STEE- H elcn Fi~h. 
:\IAN ISTI Q U E- :\·Ia ry Kirby "Mitchell, Ann:~ 
Coryell Owen . 
~r.AN lTOU BEACH- Vera Grimes. 
) IARQUETTE- Mary E . Camphdl, Ethel ~1. 
Ha mby. R. :u. Hamby, ?>frs. R. N. Helm.~, 
OJi,•e U-Jae O ' i\feara, E:. Luella R opes. 
~IASON-Mrs. Chas. Field. 
~IIDLAND-Josephine Bravot, GraceS. Pelton, 
M rs. Eliot W. Rice. 
,\JO~ROE-A. W . Gale . ..-\mHl. Kopf Osgood. 
~\fONT AGUE-Clara L. Springer. 
~IOUENCI-?\·I arguerite Scofield. 
MUSKEGON- Jan.:t Hooker, Mrs. Q::;car M. 
Johnson, Mrs. F .. ".. Sd1nler , Sophie Van 
Andel. 
NILES- Lena Lardnn . 
O LIVET- Veldean Vroomatl. 
P A L\1 YRA- Mae Loui~e \ \'right. 
PAW PAW-Gladys lloyd. 
PET E KSBU RG-Eisie Kohler. 
P LY MOUTH-Mrs. H . W . Howey. 
I'ONTIAC---Marguerite Ballard, C.1·ace l\l iller , 
Elizabeth Thorpe. 
REED CITY- Ethd M. 13cechcr. 
I{I GA- Ahua Tagsold. 
ROCH ESTER- M rs. Coot Maud S train. 
SAG I NAW--Ivy M_. Dierd, .Maleta lldle Clark , 
Harriet Coon, ]. G. Cummings, J ohn C. 
~~\:d~Yiar":,:~t <j{r~'t ~~~~z, F~!\V~le P!~~~: 
Catherine Sager, Orpha D. Vincent, G race 
Lewis Weckbaugh, Louis F. E. W itt. 
ST. JO HNS-Grace ?\1 . Coon. 
S A U LT ST E . M A RIE-J ames L . Buckborough, 
Flor~nce E~ Co~an, i\l rs. Jl . :1\L . ~rlmamls, 
:\<[a n c A. f ourmtr, Mrs. L. Mcl'tke, ~lrs 
Vernon B. Redfern, Ruhy Sa~s Comh, :0.1 rs. } . t-:. Whalen. 
SHELB Y-Lewis Parsons. 
SOUT H H AVEN- M ary lrc11e Shoemaker. 
SP IUNG LA K E-:O.lrs. E. H. ]{ced. 
STURGIS- Nellie Farr. 
TH REE RIVERS-M rs. B. Helen Carroll, 
Irene R . Godshalk, Mrs . .Heurr }. Kleiu -
huizen. 
TRAVERSE CITY- Lol,l Lutman, } [a rgaret 
Moffat. 
VASSA R- Ardath Bratt, E. Grace Hough. 
V E RMONTVI LLE- Jen nie E. :Mart in. 
VE RNON-M rs. C. L. Crandell. 
\VAT.DRON~-~\[;u·y Crance, Cariet1:1 -M~yers. 
BRANCHES 
Affiliated Schools and T eache1·s 
(Alphabet ical ly Arranged) 
MINNESOTA 
AUSTIN- Sue T . Bas ford, Alice W. Uigelow, 
Mrs. G. H. T eu Urocck. 
BliFFALO- Helen W. Covan. 
B U H L---M.rs. W. H . Bastien. 
CA N B\"-Mabel C. Moen . 
CHATFI E LD-Nona Caw. 
DAWSON-Mrs. H. ill. Femrite. 
DULUTH-Frieda Bei(·r, Mrs. E . D. E..lsou, 
Alyda Flaaten, Andrew lmmoneu, Ruby 
i\1. Krause, L illian l\lomuford, .\I r s. F. L. 
Oberg, Mary E. T horhurn. 
E L Y- Impi Keranen. 
EVELETH- Mrs. M. ]. Pn:J,ilic. 
FAIRMONT- Hazt:l D. Allen. Mrs. S . H . 
Merrill. 
GRAND RAPIDS- :Mmc. E. A . Daix Des Pres. 
HARRIS-Myrna Rnnskog Nordin. 
HAS TINGS - Mary Kranz. 
HIBBING-Mary A. ::11elocl•e, Nettie E. R ue. 
KENYON-Sigrid Sundry. 
MADISON- Ethel E. 'Mead. 
MAXKATO- Olg:a Hermanson, Esther Sch,,itko::r . 
MENTOR- Mrs. W. H . .Frey. 
~llNNEAPOLIS-Jennie i\l. llenrley, Angeline 
~~w~.~~:s~~lenB!ehCri?tenJ:.~',ne&,ar~Y~~i;~ 
E vert7., J\nna M. F::trdahl, \Vilma Ander -
sou Gilman, Edith Guillcmin, E lsa Caroline 
Henke, James Lang, Mrs. Louis .J. 
J\·l aschka, Emma Olson, May If. Penberthy, 
Clara Rekstatl. J. Frances Rogers, Mrs. 
]. B. Hosenl.lc rgcr, H cm1an .t\. R1thoff. Ber -
nice E. Smith, Annie P . Swenson, Etlwina 
\Vaiuman, C. G. \Varmlin. 
i\lONTEVI Dl0- 1\Irs. Rood J ohnson. 
KAS H W AU K- Sophie W . Rusta u. 
NOI~THFIELD-Geuev ievc Felland. 
OWATONNA- Archibald S. Bossart. 
P IPEST ONE- Adah Nash. 
RED WlNG-Clara S. L. :\ rm.lt, H . C. E. 
Schmidt. 
STEWARTVJ LLE- Mrs. Jackson Cussous. 
ST. PA U L-Jeanne B elle, j cRsic Bill Clark. 
~l argaret Lawson, 1~ . Buchanan :\lorton , 
R aiJ)h Ashton Pyke, Mary R. Willard. 
S T . PETER- Adah !1-f. Strand. 
T AYLO RS FALLS- Thclm<t Ander son . 
WAVERL Y- - Mary C. N ola n. 
WILLI:M AR- Hclen Jenness. 
\Vl:"l'ONA- Char lotte N ewtou Thomp~ou, A rthnr 
Thompson. 
MISSISSIPPI 
BELZONl- Alice S . Roe. 
CAMDEN-Ruby \Villi:tnls. 
CARRO L LTOX- Sallie H a r vey Uingham. 
CLt\T<KSDA I. E- Ada Clmpman, O r lean E. 
Forbes. 
COLUMBUS- Grey I rion, Corrine W illiams. 
CO~f0-1\Irs. W . G. Pearce. 
CORINTH-~·f. t-:srelle Bdl. Nell Xelsou. 
DECATUn- Mrs. R. C. t-'ugh. 
DURANT- 'llrs. L. C. Lipsey. 
ELLl SV I LL J<::- I.ela ::\[. Buckley, ::l l r~ ~!. P. 
Bush, !\[rs. C. 1'. Smith. 
FOHEST- -Oli\'ia H aralsom. 
CLQ STER- ?\frs. H. B. Miller, llelen Whi r 
t ington. 
G I~ EEl\' Vl LLE-Louise Antley. 
G R £EN\\' 0 0 D - Anne H :1m ilton Cra i~, 
Josephine Duggan. MaUd Scott. 
G I{ENEDA- -E sther Dro.1ds1reet. 
GL"LFPORT- l\Irs . T . A. R ubiusou. 
HATTIESBURG- Mrs . A. T, Hallock, Erht l 
Po we. 
HICKORY- Lora .Udlt: Gilmore. 
HO USTON- E stelle \\~ipter Harr ingtou . 
L\ V H EL- ::11rs. Chas. E. Ueers, i\1 rs. T. F ., 
Buntin , Mrs. C. S. Tuller. 
LIBEHTY- \Vinifred Causey. 
~\1 ,\CON-Edna Bush . 
,\lAGNOLIA- Nema Wea rhe rsby. 
.\IKJnDIAN- 1\Irs. E. H. l larr , Ka te D. 
Me Raven. 
OKO I.ONA- Sulu Stovall. 
OXFOI<D- I'Iora l.Juffaloe, ::llr~ . J, E. ll a r~is , 
Mae]ohusoJJ, 
1"1\ CE-:M rs. M. l; . Davis. 
SCOOBA- Mrs. W. S. Ca rter . 
S HAN :\'ON- Nellie I rOy Cowdeu . 
ST.~:.~;~~~~LE-)tl n;: N. C. ) Joncrief, Mary 
TUPEI,O-Virginia Mitchell. ! 
WEST POINT- ,\ nnie G. J\loorc. 
W .IGGlNS- J.ouise Bamett. 
MISSOURI 
BROOKFlEL D- DeuJ;,h D. Ree~e. 
KANSAS CITY- Grace E. Chapmau, J~anne 
M. Kohler. Clarice Leone l.emuus. 
KIRKWOOD - Ida M issild ine. . 
LOUISIANA- l\[rs. E. ] . Ed gar. 
S T. JOS EPH- George A . . Eve rest, Ri rdie D. 
Lower . 
S T. LO U I S- Da vid F . Ear·le. 
SOUTH WEST C IT Y- Mrs. W . G. B ra nd -
stetter. ~ J· 
SPRIXGFmi. D-::Irr~. W. H ! 'ifa lnwgi-i. 
\\'AS I I I NGTOX- i\famie Ernest. ' 
BRANCHES 
Affiliated Schools and Teachers 
(Alphabetically Arranged ) 
MONTANA 
BILLINGS- E thel Opie, Blanche McNeely 
Ragsdale. 
BOZ EMAN- Lela M . Maxwell. 
BUTTE-Helen Dailey La Veele, Margaret 
1\lcl-lale, Elsa MacPherson. 
GLASGOW- M rs. B. H. Cottrell. 
GLE NDIVE-Mrs. P. ] . Moe. 
H A VRE-Marie \'eon. 
HELENA-Margaret H. Vollert , Mrs. William 
Whalen. 
KALISPELL-Mrs. G. \V. Hunt, Irene Neilson. 
LIVINGSTON-Jane Ninde. 
MILES CITY- Esther Cox BenSon. 
MISSOULA- Leila McDonald, Mrs. A bby 
P axton Senic r, Edith Ruth Stiff. 
THREE FORKS-Laura Callaghan. 
NEBRASKA 
BANCROFT-Mr. L . \ Vullenwaher . 
BEATRICE-Mrs. M.S. Calvin . 
BETHANY-Doris A. Kni ght . 
BROKEN BOW- Jennie Mar Taylor Dady. 
CLARKS ON- Bessie E. Novotny. 
COZAD- Darlene B. Hughes, I sabelle Rowe. 
CRJ':IG HTON- H eleu LC<~ne Sharp. 
FAIRDUI~Y-Mrs. G. C. H olman, Mary 
Murphy. 
FALLS ClTY- Maybelle Poteet Denison. 
FONTANETTE-M arilla Walsworth. 
FREMONT-~farilla Maxwell, Florence Mengel. 
GENEVA-Eulalia M . ll ickly. 
HUMPHREY-Lucille Welch Busch 
LJ~ IGH-Pauline Bates. 
LEX INGTON- Clara E. Kinney. 
LINCOLN- Helen Boyce, Genevieve Harmer 
Dart, Hazel O' Connor, Helen Louise Tal-
cott. 
LORETTO-Neva :r-.L Il oak. 
M E AD- Esther Edofi Ander son, Lillian 
J ohnson, V ivian E. Udd. 
NA PE R- I da Mcintosh Curtis . 
NEW MAN GROVE-Mrs. John Salstrom, Mrs. 
C. L. Samuelson, Mabel Vaage. 
N 0 R F 0 L K - Cora A. Beds, Esther M. 
H arrison , 
NORTH PLATTE-Leila M. Lamb. 
OA KL AND- Ethel Hanson. 
O~l AHA-Franccs Baetens, Nettie F . Burke. 
Mrs. C. R. Cameron, Annie F. Glasgow, 
S~~:s,R. 8th~i~ffit~it~l::.rudHe~~enit~~k~: 
Bessie B. Middleton, Edith May Miller, 
M rs. Geil \V. M cMonies, Miriam Ruback, 
Am elia \Vaage, Georgia Way. 
PIERCE- Martha L. Sehestedt. 
P LATT SMO UTH- Lillian Freeman. 
PLEASANT DALE-----Winnifrcd Shackcll. 
ROSALIE- Arthur J. Peterson. 
SNYDER-G. Lawrence Kibler. 
SOUTH OMAHA- John H. F ranck. 
SPR JNGF li!:LD-Mabel Zimmerman. 
ST APLETON-Certrudc Hollenbeck. 
TEKAf>.-[AH-Charlotte Coleman. 
UN IVERSITY PLACE-Lucy A. England. 
WAHOO-Mi ldred Ethyle J ohnson. 
WAUSA- Carl Sigurd Malmstrom. 
\VA YNE-Grace Dickson Keyser. 
WESTON- Nita Samek. 
WILUU R- Cora Williams. 
NEW JERSEY 
COLUMBIA-Olive D. Weidman. 
EAST ORANGE-Angileen Gifford Runsc:r. 
PHILLIPSBURG-Jennie Shillinger. 
WEEHAWKEN- Cecelia McGinty Taylor . 
NEW MEXICO 
AL B UQ U E RQUE-Ettie A. Gobhel, L ouise 
M. Nichols, Gertrude Thompson. 
DEXTER- Ethel Smith, 
E. LA S VEGA S- Alma Uland Uhodes. 
I~ATO::-l"-Mrs. L. S. Brown. 
NEW YORK 
'BATAVIA-Alice D . Corbett. 
BATH- Sarah E. llabcock, Flora Knight Mayer. 
BEMUS POI N T-1\Iart inctte D . Drayton. 
BUFFALO- Leonard Adams, Rosal.tel E. Bacon, 
V. Spencer Balser , Erma H. Becker, 
\Vill iam Benbow, Mild red A. B rachthauset·. 
Grace H. Chester, Arnold Cornelissen, Mae 
Swallow Craig, Mar~erite G: Davisou, 
Edmond ]. Dowd, Ohve L . Ebl ing, Nellie 
M. Gould, Otto Philip Hager, Elmer G. 
Henshaw, Henry \V. Hoffman. Pete r ]. 
J ankowski, Lloyd Pryce Joncs1 Ethel Lowry 
K raus, I nez \Vhittaker Larkm, Gladys A. 
Mashkc, Helen Garrett Mennif, L auretta 
f11 >j!filt:;,yc~~·aJe~f~e E:£~·aM'ur~~~~r,C~~~;~ 
Oberacker, H elen Stoddard Philp, Katherine 
G. Randall, Alice M. Richards , Caroline 
D. Robinson, Elsie May Schnautz , Blanche 
Sindecuse , Gertrude T homas, Molly Thomp-
son, Stanley Zakrzewski. 
CA NANDAIGUA-]. Hart Kinsey. 
CONEWANGO VALLEY-~hs. Glenn C. 
Darling. 
CORN TNG- Waltcr Kanbisch. 
~ 
BRANCHES 
Affiliated Schools and Teachers 
(Alphabetically Arranged) 
NE\V YORK - Continued 
CO~TLAND--Camilla E.rJ,.r . l.oui •e J onf'll, 
1\'lartha Phylena f\'l cGraw, Esther G. 
Robinson. 
DA NSVlLLE- Eiizal.eth Endress. 
DE RUYTER- Della Hinds Fox, Mrs. ). C. 
Stillman. 
D U NKIRK- Mae W. H.athfon. 
ELLICOTTVILLE-Nellie M . D. Fraser. 
FRE W S BURG-Mary]. Johnson. 
FULTON- Da,·id D. Carroll. 
fi ROTON- Myra Van Horn. 
HAMMONDSPORT- Fanny Talmage Abe r, 
hah)acobus. 
HO RNELL-Bertha Cadogan, Fanny fl . Phil-
lips, John W. Surra, 
JAMEST OWN- Gordon Brearey, Flavia Cor · 
ker y, Jean Ta lbot Mille r, Henry Zimmer. 
J.ANCASTER- Phillipp L. Kraemer. 
J.INCKLAEN- Letta A . Parslow. 
MARATHON- Mary Beach Shc:valier. 
:'1:1 EDI NA- 2\lrs. Ernest Hart. 
l\11'. MORRIS-Margaret Loui~e Pitt. 
~EW YORK CITY- Mabelle Nash . 
N IAGARA FALLS- C. Louise Crocker, Ruth 
Billet D a\• is, Ethelda Drummond, Mary l\L 
Kaiu , Agnes McGraw, Sybil I. Simmons. 
N. T ONA\VANDA- M rs. Vernon W . Cu rtis. 
OSWEGO- James 1-J. Lally, Joseph } . l\lcGrath. 
PINE P LAINS- Revilla H aight. 
PORT BYRON- Mrs . t: lmer Clapp. 
J~ ANDOLPH-Ida D . Pike. 
ROCI-IESTER- A iice I .. Kel logg. 
SI-fi<: RB URNE--C. Herbert J ohnson. 
SIDNEY- H elen M. Todd. 
SNYD ER- M ildred E. Rieger. 
WARSAW- Irma Blanche Buck, :'vlaybel E. 
E isenh.ut. 
\VILLIAMSON-Iuez ~1. Clark. 
NORTH CAROLINA 
F I~F. l'.·IONT-Ivor Aycock. 
GREEN S BO RO- Anna Nc11 George. F lorence 
H unt. 
NORTH DAKOTA 
llATHGATE- L. Gertrude Lane. 
C HRISTINE-Helen J ean J ohnson. 
E L LENDAL E- J essie H owell Dunphy. 
H A NKINSON- Evangelit•c M. Green. 
JAMESTOWN--Caroline Kurtz Anrlersun. 
MI NOT- Jessie Finley R iley. 
MONANGO-~Harriet M . Caldwell, V ivian l\loe. 
NORTONVILLE-Edna M. Hah-erson . 
OHIO 
AKI{ON- Dlanche Darry, Ruth Beveridge 
Derry, Anna G. Curtis, Francesco De 
Leone, Mar} Dice, Blanche 1. Engle r, 
Bertha M. Farver, Litta P eet K ilgore , 
Goldie Larson, i'auline Bierly Leffler, Grace 
.\1artin, Ada A. -Miller, Louise I. Miller , 
Leoh Moat:t. Estellt Musson, Rose P olevoi. 
Gladys 1-l_amilton Sil ver, Beulah Slaughter. 
Edna Sm1th, F orrest Stump, ::\Iary Frances 
Williams. 
AL I.IANCE-Mrs. Gayle Hemy Boyce, Dea 
trice Graf, Florence H enry. 
ASHLA N D- Vernnn Baum, Jeanette Vanosdall. 
BARBERTON- M rs. } . B. Chisnell, Mrs. A. 
1\1. Cunningham, :Mrs. John F. Heimel, 
Florcna Kricghaum, Ida Howe Mon k, 
Amanda Stadtmiller . 
BATH- Ruth Hopkins Scott. 
llfo:DFOIO)-l~dith G. Dawson. 
ll l•:LI.f:I70NTA 1NE- Adda F.ddy. 
BE L L EVUE- Margaret Ca llaghan F riend, 
Katharine Lehmann. 
BLUFF T ON- ::\bs. H. B. Adam~. 
BRYAK- F.dith E. Donze, Tsola \ Valters. 
Bt:'CYRUS- Mrs. J . \V. L oomis, Eva E . Voll-
rath, l\Iahel C. Wagner. 
CA NTON- Laura Armitage, Mary A. Beckerer, 
Anna Bramhall, Glad>·s C. Cook, Mrs. 
Homer C. Dickes, Nelhe ]. Dretke , E\•elyn 
Greene, J une f\:1. Gregory, l\1rs . } . F. Koeh· 
lcr1 Clifton II. Koffel, Goldie R. M-athie , 
¢~~~~~~~;~, N "1~~·. {J~rS~cp~;m~:.s1}iefe~~Y 
r~o~v{\l:n . f\rl~r¥~~~~r.n~rz;s.1!~1!~in s,y~~!~':: 
Gertrude \:Vyl ie, Ruth La Verne Zellers. 
CHAGRIN FALLS-Florence f\L Barrows. 
CINCI NNATI- Anne Cockburn, Mrs. R. L. 
H arkins. 
ci.E~~};~~~~~~~rg;:~cc~\~~~ofes~~~L: J~a~m: 
Etta Adeline Hill, Mrs. C. H. Irving, Edna 
Baird T akken, F mnklin D. T aylor, Ethel 
J, U mhreit, Alice E. Willson. 
CLEVELAN D HEIGHTS- Doris E. Duck, 
!lblvina Goldman, Mae H. Norton. 
COLUM B US- Luella N. Jelley, f\l arged Edith 
J ones. 
CON~EAUT-Mi.~s E. T racy Drown, Charlot te 
Camphell Elsasser. 
CONVOY- Mrs. G. Ba ure. 
COSH OCTON- Olga Schauweker. 
CR ESTLINE- Bessie Todd. 
CU YAHOGA F ALLS- V irginia l'.l otz. 
CYGKET- Blanche Tice. 
DA Y'fON- Mrs. Clyde S. Bingham, W illiam 
A.l\Iet:mer. 
6f~ ~
BRANCHES 
Affiliated Schools and T cach ets 
(Alphabetically A rra ngcJ) 
OH IO - Cuntinuctl 
DEI.PIIOS-Es!her 1/clcn Cordel l. 
00\"LESTO\VN- Lcnorc Landes. 
EAST .t\KnON--:-Violct Katherine ~lathias, 
~ITs. J, A. ~l inarde, Mrs. E . L. Rob!;'rts, 
N ellie Whittaker. 
EJ\ST CLEVELAND-~Iargaret H. Mooney. 
EAST S PARTA- 1\Iagolalen 1\lueller. 
ELLin'- Mrs. \\1illiam H aller. 
E LYRI A- Louise Brown, ) (rs. E r ie D. ChatJ· 
m<1n, l\f rs. A. J, illeltou. 
Fl;'\' IJLA Y- Mildred Codding, Lottie G. Walters. 
L;OSTO I~fA-1::. L. Douuell. Cuesta K('cfcr, 
}.larjor ie E. Newhouse, C. A. \Vard 
FRANKLIN- Mrs. S. S. Stahl. 
FnE:\IONT- I.uey 13. Garvin. 
C AMBIER- Burdctta Lepley. 
C ENOA- Ncllc Wood. 
GLE:'D-IONT-1~/ua Z. llcfficy. 
I·I A~I II.TON-Nell ,\l illikcn ll111l, Willa Eyre 
Ulmschncidcr. 
I IA I{TV JT. J. f<:-l .ucilc C. Smith. 
1 A KJ:o:WOO D- F.thd Dvler. H arry D. Fay, 
' Alv irda 1~ . Fleming, :\tr~ . Emilio Wilkinson. 
LANCASTER-Angie 0. W right. 
Ll lHA- Beruatlette Blanchard, 1\l r~. F. E. H!>l· 
1on, Leona Feltz, EJith Jones, lleatnce 
Kenyon, Nell Kriete. 
LOR~~~~~Mlf:;h:ta,~)~i~:,~thJ:::;~~s~Vi;~r~dys Kish-
LO UI SVILLE-Kathryn Immel. 
1.0\VELJ..-- Hazel E. Spies. 
M.A LVERN- ·A nna E. Reese. 
::O.l ARIETTA- Phod.>c . Brown, BcuLtll :0.\c-
Kiuney, Myrtle R. Stbley. 
:\·!ARION- Mrs. Harry Williams. 
) [A ltTI N'S FERRY- J essie Alma \\'olfe. 
MASS ILLON-~Irs. Thomas Stephan, Mary 
C. Warth. 
MT. VERNON- Lillian i\l iuard. 
NEVADA-Lizzie llaulJlitz, Iona l\Tartin Cover. 
NEWARK- Bertha May Doollly. 
N EWPORT- Ethel :\1. ll ays. 
NEW WA S HINGTON- Sara Naomi \\- e rt. 
OUI-::IU.IN- Mr. and :.\I rs. V. V. Lytle. 
OJ-110 C lTY- L ucille HolTman. 
PA INESV I T. I. E- H elen 1\\ ay Duncan, J ean-
nette Spaulding. 
PAULD ING--.t\ lice Copebml, M1·.s. W . II. W. 
\Vebstcr. 
P L Y::O.IO UTH- Mrs. A . T . Sha fer. 
P01.-IEROY-Alfrcd Gcnl1cimer. 
ROCK Y RIVER- Pearl Amber St raight. 
ST. ].JARYS- Hcr!lice llaxtcr. Zelia Dixon, 
Amanda Lim!.oachcr, C. B . \\' hitemau. 
S ALEM- Ralph Coy. 
SH EI.OY- Bcrtha Palmer. 
S HJl.O H-Creta Hamilton. 
S PH INGFIELD- H elcn Jeannette T.ntz. ) trs. 
P'anl E. Nollen, Emma Kiefer T immerman, 
Sonora T rout. 
SULPHUR SPIU NGS- Lucy i\1. Cam[)f.e]\. 
TIFF IN- K atherine Arnold. 
TOJ"11~?a~itK~hle~,1t~~ga7~:11{c:;;, ~~.:!\.~/i1!~ 
n unkle, Goldie Smith, Gladys S . Temple. 
C RIIA NA- Aiice C. I.Ollgfel low. 
VAN WERT- D. K. Antrim. H attie Counsellcr 
·Kreisel, Gladys Stemen, \Valter R. \Vehcr. 
WADSWORTH- EJua R. Mills, M rs. Dadd 
Nolf. 
WAPAKONETA- Anna Kayser. 
WASHINGTON VILLE-Bi!'{lie E. lkttly. 
WAUSEON-1\fr~. Case Burr. 
WEST LIBERTY- Bessie H ayes, Dorothy F. 
Yoder. 
XENIA- Katherine Trader. 
YOUNGSTOWN- )lrs. J. C Altomuut!, 
Edward Ellis, St. EJward's School. 
ZANESVILT.E- t:. F. Uuckmcycr , Vera 
Sp.:w gler. 
OKLAHOMA 
AI"T ON- :\I_rs. F. L. Acock. 
BLAC K\VE I. L- Vessie Beauckomp \Vt"st. 
CAR~tEN-Alcen Bogardus. 
ENID- Verda E. 1\'liller . 
H EAVENER- Irma Combs. 
IDABEL- Mrs. Lee 1\Tartin. 
McALESTER- Della Tully ::O.Ja uhews, ::'o.l rs 
Gale )[erritt. 
MElJr~ORO-:Mary McRaven Cotuer. 
l' EltHY- Minuie Crall\er. 
TAHLEQUAH- F iavel Ruth I!Qllman. 
T U L SA- \Villiam \V. Perry, Tul~a College •1f 
Fine Arts, John Knowles \\'ea\'er, Crystelle 
E. Wheat. 
OREGON 
AS HLAND- Harry E. Attig. 
UA K ER- Birdie Bushnell. 
::O.I ETOLIUS- Je5sie E . ) farsh. 
PENNSYLVANIA 
ALLENTOWN- W arren F. Acker, llerbert 
~~~~~~tb.n~_"l£,~a~~. cEd:!~;s'n~~~~~~e~em-
AL TOONA-Jane Trwin. 
ef~ 
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(_Alphabeticall y Ar ra nged) 
PENNSYLVAN IA - Continued 
AMBRIDGE-"7\I ilton T. Pickles. 
ll.'\NGOI~-"7\ r rs. D. F. Green. Evclyu F.. Kut. 
BEA VER--Bcllc Andriessen. 
BEAV~:R r ALLS-Effie C. Tlamiltuu, Hu~e 
Victor, i'.I rs. H omer \\'ism:r. 
BLAIRSVILLE- Martha E. Kiu, Emil Stemlel. 
B I~ADDOCK--Grace G. Gourley. 
BRADFORD- William R . Da vis, Lois E. 
D11ggan, !<:tta C. Hart, H elen Hastings. 
BROCKWAV-l~rma Bowdish. 
BROOKVILLE- Mrs. Eugene F. Beer, "7\rar:-
Erdicc, ::'.I rs. Mo:ad Shick. 
BUTLER- Velma Brown Hilliard. 
CANONSBU RG- Grace McWilliams. 
CA RR OL TOWN- Miss H. M. Sharbaugh. 
CLA R.ION- Ethcl IJnllcrs Beers, Orpha E. 
Cavron, Sarah A . Smalley. 
COLUto. I BIA-l'earl C. Keesey. 
CONNELLSVILLE-Rae E. George, Pc;nl 
Keck, Mrs. J. K. Zimmermetn. 
CO RRY- T. illia" 1.. n anots, E . Louise 1•:11~ 
worth. 
COUDERSPORT-Nelda Doerner. 
CU RWENSVILL E - Harry A. Di ckie. 
DO UGLASSVILJ.~:-Wahcr E . Shirey. 
DU BOIS- :F ra nces L. Clark, Donactta Fair-
}{~~g, lau~~ait~j~~d 1-~lt~k~~~r~k~· Fl~~cn~:~ 
Murphy Linaker, Sa ra Elletl Loudon. 
f-:1\ST BRADY- Mary Kritchgan. 
EAST l\fcKEESPOR T- A1ma l\t . ).Jcrcha nt. 
J.:ASTON-Stella 1\1. Brittain , El ea nor Frallll · 
felder, Grace Halm, Earle D. J.aros, llazel 
A. Moser, Helena Schiff. 
EDEH SBUI~G-1:-:lizabeth G1·ay. 
ELLWOOD CITY-Otto E. Bartel. 
Kl\fLENTOK- I rcnc Fleckenstein. 
E!-.lPORI UAl - 1\l yrt ic Weller. 
EN LD- l\laloel Edwards. 
ERIE-Thekla AJ,bot, Anna A. Bruder, Ger-
trude Delano, l~uth Evelyn Dougherty, 
Violet Foglchoch, Mabel !rene Johnson, 
Viola Margaret Livingston. Pear l ~: . .\!at -
thews, Florence Pelton., A lice Sloan, France~ 
Steine r, Thora \\'idd, Marie E. Zimmerman. 
1'AIRC I-I ANCE-Esther Ridenour. 
GALETON- Mary Dillon. 
GA RnETT- Elsie S. Kooser. 
HOUTZDALE- Jenuic C. Clark. 
INGLESIDE-Annie G. R ayburn. 
IRWIN--Marie L. Carroll. 
J EANETTE- Leonore \V. Stirli11g. 
)01-11\SONBUHG- Lau!'a Kifer, l\l.rs. K. Loy 
i\IcLanc. 
.r o r-INSTO\VN - \Villa .M. Butlct·, Gertrude S. 
Uohflc. 
KAN E- RnlJY K. Eva11s. 
K ITT"\1\ N II\G- Pau li nc K George, Edua Nor· 
man. 
l .l~ECI-IBURG-l\lrs. Herman L. Grote, ?-.Iabd 
Van Gic~c n. 
1.E ETS DA1.1·:.-- ~.I a1H.I McQua id. 
I.IG0:'-1 1 F:R- Oli\"e Stom. 
1.1 Ll. \'- Martha A. T-lite. 
_\ IA lniKSBURG- J . C. Bolg-er. 
.\1~: ,\DVILLE--).Jary Helen I\brtin, l\lahel 
V irginia Shirk, &lith G. Zimmer. 
.\1 EYERSDALE-Della D. Daiky. 
.\llrJDLETOWN- G. W. Dasher. 
;\lONACA- J ' rank U. Chaml.ocrlain. 
MONESSEN- Edgar E. Drake. 
"7\lONONGAHELA- Luell a M. Scutt, Ill. 
L enore Sutman. 
.\IT . LEBANON- Rosetta B. Buyer. 
;\lrDON.-\LD- H azel S ]Jeer. 
:.\h;(il~A NN-Dessic D. Yates. 
McKEES 1'0H T- Adolph Mayer, Ruby \V itncr 
Weber. 
NATI~ONA-F. M. Siuger. 
N EW BH IG II TON- Sally .\1. Dalbey, Carrie 
?II. :Miller. 
N E\V KENSlNGTON - Biam:lJc Hi ll, E da A. 
Krupff, 
~ EW SALEi\1 - Nora D. Johnson . 
NORTH EAST- H elen \\"eils Nash. 
NORT H GJRA I~D-Mrs. R. Ernest Blakely. 
OlL CITY- Eupllras ia McC ullough. 
OSC EOLA i\li. LLS-Charlotte Neff. 
PHILADE LPHIA-Charles .Mart iu, ?ll rs. 
l~rne~t Pechin. 
I'll l l.!PSBU HG- Nancy llolt. 
P IT CAIRK-i\Irs. R. R. Bayer. 
1'/ T TSDURGH-Clara Elkin, Mrs. ] . 11 . Esser 
AI.:ss~ l~~t~~h~il, ~~[~~~ ~~~~li>.~;~dd~;o,~~iller; 
l' UNXSUT A.W l'.-EY- l<-frs . W. H. H ill, Mrs. 
\V. F. Zettler. 
H~:1\DING-:.\lrs. Gordon D. Richardson, Ches -
terWittdl. 
REY~OLDSVILLE-Zclda Snyder. 
RIDLEY PARK-Elizabeth Dorothy E rnst. 
ROCHESTER- J. E. Hoberts. 
Sl-IAMOKJN- Einora Latsha, Claude H. 
Ho:<~dly, Mary L. Shoener. 
SH ARl'SVILLf:-Cora V. F uller. 
SOi\IEnSET- Edith H. Young. 
cq~ 
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PENNSYLVANIA - Continued I{AYt~~~e~~~·a1.F~~kle. L. Bttrns. Catherine 
STI\~~~~~e~s~G-Dianche Sigafus, E. Ger- SIO~~ ~~~s~~:-~~~s~ ~:o{~~~~~d,a"F.l:h"N~ 
SU MM ER VILLE-Ella Carrier. Mills, Mrs. R. S . nasnmssen. 
SUSQUEHANNA- H. S . Warner. SPEARFIS H- Ruth Lemen. 
~~::~~~~i~~!~elen].z.ugc~~:::.rottLill i:ttt \VAI,~:~?~~~~pf.~r·L~~k~r~11~~~ ~S~~~a~~!h: 
Hoover. 
TIT US VILLE-Lou ise C. V.1hitc. TENNESSEE 
UNION CITY- Myra A. Dnncom~. 
UNI ONTOW N- Bertha Loriau x, George Phil-
l ips, F red Simpson. 
WASI II NGTON- H. P. Gerleiu, Mrs. ll:1rry 
E. Longdon. 
WELLSBORO- -Katherine Mcluroy. 
\VILKINSBURG- Jean F . Car roll, :'11:l.ri.1tme 
Genet, Arzel la lluntsbcrger. 
WILMERDI NG- Margaret E. George. 
\VINDBER- l\J rs. K. E. Schulz. 
YOUNGWOOD- Emma Gert rude Roberts. 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
l:l EAUFORT-~\tary :M. Kindclberger. 
PELZER-~1\·l rs. Thomas J. Crane. 
SOUTH DAKOTA 
ABERDEEN- J ean Allen Amsden, Violet 
Beechey, Lola A. B usl1, Mrs. Earl A . 
Carlson. Mary Granger, Madge King John-
cl~~~~~n~-l\..~;lt~~·r ~fit~~~:::1r~f:;c ~~o~~~~J:!~\: 
M r~. £.].Searle. 
BRADLEY- J ean i\IcKenney. 
CASTLE\\'000- ,\Irs. H. A. H oftiezcr. 
CLAUK- Verna H eadley. 
DE ADWOO D- Olive Lathrope. 
GROTON-Laurina A. Klug. 
H EN RY- Laura Ginther . 
HOT SPRI NGS- 1-.l rs. }. C. Spencer. 
HURON- Gertr ude A. Null, Mrs. T. J. \Vood. 
IPS \VICH-1\lrs. Theo. Jones Grosz. 
KI MBALL-Cora 1.. Skinrood. 
LA KE NO !~ D EN- Clarence E. Larson. 
LAKE P REST O N- Musette Skinner, Pearl G. 
VanPelt. 
LAKE VIE\V- l\Irs. l\t. Rap. 
LEA D- Isabel Trcwttk. 
LEOLA- Mrs. Leslie Turner. 
i\lELLETTE-Edna M. Olson. 
MOBRIDGE- Lillian Doud. Ruth Adams Har-
~!~~,D~~f~e f¥ay1~~~anley, !\orma Peter-
ORIENT-Grace Gunnison. 
HENN ING- l\l argarct Roy. 
1\1 E.\1 P H I S- Carr ie Ellington Green. 
NAS I-I VILLE-Fanny R. P orter . 
TEXAS 
ABILENE-Mrs. M. M. Childress. 
DALLAS-Mr~ . J. K. Burton . 
FERRI S- Bell Wehh Fox. 
FORT WO RTII- M r s. H. P. Ross . 
IIOUSTON- C A. Hammond, Leona Kirrnse, 
Odette Olivier, Nellie Mae Powtll, M rs. 
H.}. ThnmJISOll. 
V\AXA HACH J E--.\1 aude H. Biard, M rs. 
Roland H . Harrison. 
UTAH 
SALT LAKE CITY- Cora Isal>elle Orr. 
VIRGINIA 
R IC HM OND- M innie M. Cogbill. Erne~t II. 
Cosby, F. 'Flaxington Harker . Mn. J<, . D. 
H equembourg. Adriana Ludwig. Lena l. 
},lassei. 
STA UNTON- Leo }. Burnicke. 
WASHINGTON 
II TLLVARD- Margaret Anderson. 
S POKANE-::\Irs. E. S. Eyer. 
WEST VIRGINIA 
CI·I ARLESTON-W. S. 1\lason. 
C LARKSBURG-Cora i\1. Atchison , Manci B. 
Walsh. 
FAi n .\ tOUNT-Tva Ginkd. 
H UNTI NGTON- Dorothea Sanclman Beuhring, 
Lelia Outler, :Mrs. C. B. Lauhon, Mrs. W. 
D. LeSage. 
?.IORGANTOWN- Blanche Protzman. 
MOUNDSVI LLE-H elen H enderson, Emu1a 
Moore Scott. 
PA n KERSBURG- Frances M ildred Carpenter, 
Frances Dwight John!:>on. 
S ALEM- S . 0 . Dew. 
WHEELING- Mar y Kindelberger, Carl Nest· 
BRANCHES 
Affiliated Schools and Teachers 
(Alphabetically Arranged) 
WISCONSIN 
ADA.li S-~lrs. 1:-:d. Hallahan. 
A L:\·I A c r~:N'rF.R-Mrs. ). J. lla rt , Cecelia 
Sichler . 
ANTIGO- Howard Jaekel, Pearl 1L King. 
A S HLAKD- F iorence L. Puffer. 
AUGU STA- Vera \V. Cameron, 
BAKGOR-1-lollie Osborne. 
BARABOO- Belle Risley, Ethel Rodwell. 
B E.'\VER DA J\1- Gcrtrudc Frances Dcniger, 
A tum Hanneman Harder. 
BELOIT- Lel ia Goodenough, H elene E. John· 
son, Ma ry El izabeth \Vdch. 
BLACK RIV E!~ I;'A L L S-Jlazel Uowcn, Jessie 
!lull , :.\l aricKrohn, 
IIOSCOUI·: I.-IIclen Reinhol(l . 
BC I~ UNGTON- Erna McL aughlin. 
COI .O l\IA- Theodora IJeh retlS. 
CUDAHY- P au lit ta A t termcit:r. 
EA U CLAIRE-~tma l.iebau, Grace 11h·Cornbs, 
Ernest J-1. i\itles, Eleanore Zemple. 
l~ llG I~HTON--:.\lrs. Van Ness Green. 
ELKHOH N- :\Irs . J. A . Edwards, !\Iamie llo!f. 
ma n. 
ELLSWORTH- Louise Lund berg ~chon. 
EVAKSVIL LE- I':tulinc Geary. 
FO X D IHJ I.AC Uosc Loui~c Day, :Mrs. Bern· 
ani T . Brc iste r, Emily H a uer , )Je llic M. 
H olla nd, Angeli11C Kommer~. l .ucine ].1ar· 
come, :\I rs. 1•'. L, ~Ici\lcavcy, Erua Sax-
mann , Antoineu e \Va rd , r-.1 r s . Lillian H. 
W oods. 
G E N OA J UNCTI O K- I Icb l S ponholt:.: W t her . 
C RA NTO N - Vera B. Cr:uHiall. 
G l~ F.E i\' IIA V- \l . Grace Church, Glad ys } 011te, 
Mrs. \ Valie r L. Larsen . 
HORICO!\"- Dena L. Knop. 
ITUDSON- Amy Christopher~on. 
J A K E SVILLE- Alice hlouahan, !\Irs. George 
W elch. 
KE NOS HA- The Cong-don School of M usic 
a nd Dr a m<ll!c Art, Lelia Lloyd Den nis, 
~~~~~~~ ' ;·d:~·'•nt)·(~{~rol{;.~lc~:;,''r~d~1,~~~J ~~~: 
Stella, K e1tosha SchoHI o( Mu~ic. 
LA C ROSS E--Eli ~alleth J,Ja Ccor gt, Charles 
\\'.:iss . 
1..'\Kl-.: GEX EVA-tll r~. H. C. Cobb, M rs. J ohn 
~Iadison. 
I.A KI~ ) H L LS- F.tta Irene Wilson . 
LA NCASTER- Mallei Stone Pennock. 
1\1 .'\ DI S ON- Ei izahe th lluchlcr, Chris ti ne 
~~~;,~clson, Laura j , R ichards, l.onise Vro· 
MANITO\VOC- Anita Fra7.ic: r , Be rtha Kling· 
hob:. 
!\-1 1-.:i\'Oi\fONIE- Antou ia Mitzner. 
~·rii.~~~~~~~:~P~h~~~';, iiyr~~yX., J:~t~. ]:~  
J\l at~rschcl, St. Josc:i-'h's Convent. Hazel 
Stuelpu~gd, A. Peggy V,Jestvhal, Emma 
\Vettstem. 
l\I I KER,\1, POINT-Henrietta Hanscom. 
i'\ EE~A II-Anncttc L indahl 1\lathcson. 
N ElLI .SV I LI.E- Giarlys Ndf, M rs. Jesse Scott. 
OXFO I~D-Isube! Franklitt. 
PLATTEV I J.I. I~Kathc:rine K ic~ . 
1-' I~A IIHE D U SAC ·-:\{ . Ho);c Koch. 
RACI NE - Earl S. Gcre, l\-f yrtl~ J c:sko, F red · 
crick Schulte. 
H I•: J;; DS DU RG- E ugen ie l ,assallcttc E lle uhc rg . 
RHINELANDER~?I'ir~. T. 1~. Welch. 
R I PON-Erna Z. I .uetschcr. 
ST. CROI X 1<'1\ l.I.S - Esther M . Laursc:n. 
SH 1-:BOYGA N- Winifred W dob Hille . 
S PARTA- Leah Doane. 
STO UG IITON- Vinnie Anderson llq;gc. 
SUP I~IHOR-?Ilrs. J . H aas is. 
V E ROK A- V ernlDonkle. 
WAT E RLOO- Adele Doering-. 
WAL KES H A- Blanche Willson. 
\VACPUN-I~thd J ay Pinkl·rton. 
W AC \VATOS A- A licc E . \\' ashburn. 
W AL'SA U- Cila s . L . H oyt . 
W J<:STFlELD- Dora E . Hill. 
W EST S ALE::'II- Bt::rnicc ?lie Donald. 
WH ITEWATER-Alvin William H algcrson. 
Ka therine Scholl, Editil Caroline \Vhceler. 
WYOMING 
CAS PER- Jess ie F owle r. 
CHEY E Ni\"F..-Mrs. B . !<'. Fowl<:r, l.yda ~1. 
Vaughan. 
DO t;G LA S- !IIa ry Jl.l crri tt. 
I.AH :\ !\IIE- -I rc nr. W eightma n Kuntz. 
POWELL-Mr~. W . G. Dn11gan. 
RIVERTON- I sabel Ra thbun Sarv is . 
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